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ABSTRACT

Our project consist's of three main parts.

The first

is an evaluation of the new California State Science

Standards. We examined the creation, formation and science

content.

We then researched educational philosophies and

methodologies as they relate to middle school students.
Finally, using the compiled information, we created a
science curriculum using the standards, yet acknowledging

the particular learning styles of the middle school

student.

Palm Springs Unified School district middle

school science teachers, examined our document and voted to

use this form in their classrooms next year.

Our project

will be presented to the Palm Springs Unified Board of
Education later this summer.
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CHAPTER ONE

Preview

With the adoption of California's Science Content
Standards, teachers, and administrators are trying to
make sense of the document.

Statewide, educators are

asking 'questions: Whose idea was this anyway?

What

effects will the standards have on our school's

overall science program?
we change?

What cdn we keep?

What can

How will the standards effect our

student's conceptual understanding of science?

How

can we insure the attainment of the standards for all
students?

(Restructuring Science Newsletter. Jan.

1999).
In

October 1998, the California State Board of

Education passed new science,standards.

This document

lists objectives and facts, which students are to have
mastered

at the conclusion of the prescribed school

year in science.

Never befpre has California has

prescribed standards, using before conceptual
directions.

These standards are to be aligned with a

matrix test in the future.

School districts are now charged with taking

these standards and creating their own standards which
are "as rigorous or more rigorous" (Assembly Bill 265,
1998) thhn the state standards.

After districts

select textbooks, plan implementation, and inservice

teachers, the state will develop and administer a
content matrix test to hold teacher's accountable for

student science knowledge mastery.

The adoption of these standards are an end
prbduct of a long and heated debate/ not of science

content, but of educational philosophies.

Differences

in educational philosophies, was the fulcrum of the

debate.

The standard's adoption was not a consensual,

simple procedure, but a culmination of a public heated

and divergent debate of existential versus
progressivists in the collegiate science world.

This

same philosophical debate will be carried on
throughout the implementation process.
The media has monitored and evaluated the new

standards because of their political link.

California

Governor Gray Davis, ran a successful; campaign on

education reform,/
. I ■ ■

"back to the basics" and teacher
' ■■ ■

,

■ ■

",

■ "

accountability.

During the past five years/ reports of the United
States world-wide inferiority in science alarmed the

voting public.

The TIMMS International Study Center

printed a report which listed data from testing
science Comprehension of students from classrooms in
countries around the world.

The results showed that

United States students ranked lowest in most science

content knowledge.

This report was published in many

newspapers across the United States.

Parents were

outraged I that their children were scoring lower in

science/|while our schools had more money than the
■'■

■ ' ■ I' ■ ,

schools df other countries.

^

.

■■ ■

■

The voting public of the

United StateS/ and specifically California/ urged
change.

Colleges added to the pressure by quoting lower

SAT scores and citing that incoming freshman are ill
prepared for the college environment.

When the

California Department of Education (CDE)/ began to
develop the new standards/ they formed a committee of

California college professors/ teachers and industry

scientists.

It became quickly apparent, that the

committee consisted of two basic but very different
educational philosophies.

In fact, the California Departmeht of Education

had each of the two philosophical groups create their
own version of what the standards should look like.
Dr. Glen Seaboard led one faction made up of

scientists and engineers who believed in emphasizing
facts.

! like

Professor Arthur Bestor, an essentialist,

Seaboard believed the new standards should

predominantly use convergent thinking, basic texts,
and that the processes of learning are Secondary.
second group emphatically believed the opposite.

The
They

believedj that the divergent thinking of the existing
curriculum was a more appropriate approach to teaching
When the two very different documents were

science.

presented to the CDE the State Board of Education
chose to

not pick either one.

groups to
document.

The Board asked the two

join together and create a compromise
The result was a document, which contains

the listing

of facts and an additional investigations

strand at each grade level.

It was this document

which became the California Science Standards.

California Science Standards are now policy.
This is the first time California has had science
standards.

Now all four main curricular areas,

language arts, mathematics, social studies and science
have standards in the state of California.

Significance of Project

Our project is significant, because it is going

to attempt to evaluate the formation of the standards,
analyze the standards themselves and create a template
document;for teachers in our district middle schools,
to apply in their classroom.

Palm Springs Unified School District has four
middle schools with a total of 45 teachers that teach

science to approximately 4,000 students.

Of the 45

teachers'only 10 are single subject science teachers.

The middle schools consist of 6^*^, 7

and 8

grade.

In each grade, students have been offered, for the

past five years, an integrated science experience.
StudentS; receive conceptual teaching in physical.

earth, and life science, in each of the three grades
and which matched the district wide approved content
matrix.

This matrix was developed using the 1990

California estate Science framework for the California ,

Public Schools.

Palm Springs Unified middle schools

selected the nineteen book Brentice,IJall Scl^^

; ;

series, ro use a tool for teaching the poricept^.
Because each of the nineteen books covered a different

science topic, teachers could create a flexible
curriculum.

Teachers then could design their science

curriculum to integrate with the interdisciplinary

subject areas.

Books like the Timetables of Science

and Science Matters, assisted teachers in planning

:

integrated units which led to connecting science to
the rest of the students educational experience at
each grade level.

A comparison of the science framework and the
current science standards is difficult because they

are two entirely different documents.

The 1990

Science Framework was flexible enough to allow

integration and concept based teaching of science.
^'It included what we should be teaching, how we should

be making our students scientifically literate, and

outlined; directions for the selection of materials arid
textbooks." (CLMS Newsletter, 1/99)

The 1999 science

standards state only knowledge and facts of science
which students should know at the end of each grade
level,

there will be a new California Framework

published in September of the year 2000.
f

The

■

.

framework will assist teachers in how to teach the

standards through implementation.
I

■

■

■

■

Statement of Need

As school districts, including Palm Springs
Unified,: scramble to use the framework and the
standards to create a new curriculum for the upcoming

school year, which will align to the state standards,
they are: finding few resources and teachers who are

knowledgjeable in science curriculum and the new
Standards.

Inexperienced teachers or non-science

credentialed teachers, are predicting that they will

just teach science using the standards as a
!

■

.

■

■

chronological guide. These teachers, that believe in

an existential teaching philosophy, will also teach in
a similar fact by fact fashion.
:

Teachers who believe in the effectiveness of the

old curriculum and its progressive tenets,- are

frighten|ed that science education will no longer carry
meaning for their students.

In our project, in

chapter two, we will preseht both sides of the debate.
However, our project plan will outline an

implementation template which is a compromise of these

two phil|osophies.
One of the systemic organizations in science in
California, is the K-12 Science Alliance.

This

organiza|tion is a merging of the CSIN, the middle
school yersidn called SPAN, and the high school

organization SS&C.

CSIN, SPAN,, and SS&C w^

all

formed i|n 1990 as a network: of educators and
scientists to help implement the 1990, framework.

I

response to the 1999 standards adoption the Alliance
has designed a model of implementation.

It is this

model that we will justify in chapter 2 and which
serves as the outline for our project.

8

Project Plan
The

outline for our project is the Alliances' 4 ,

'"A" ModejL which consists of Alignmeht, Augmentation,
AGcessibllity, and Assessment.

First, in order to

align' the philosophies wi are doing to match the
district/school guidelines with state documents.

We

are going to read canefully the 6^^, 7^*^, and 8^'^ grade
standards, to determine if the underiying conceptual
statements in the standards flow developmentally and

intellec|tually. We are going to rearrange the
standards within each middle school grade level and

then develop coherent, donceptual stories.

These

stories will teach the "standards in terms of

level

of impor|t4nce, size of the Goncept, amount of teaching
time, and developmental appropriateness."

(Restructuring Science Newsletter, Jan. 1999)., During
the augmentation phase, we will fill in the blanks.
In other words, we will have already created a

conceptual storyline for the year. ; As we evaluate,
the story there will be holes where we will need to
insert information to build the students background to

which will help them understand the story and thereby

learn the specific standard in context.

Other

activities during the augmentation phase will be td
look at existing textbooks and instructional
materials, which match the storyline, to integrate

technology methodologies, and to begin to develop a
teacher friendly instructional guide.

This guide will

be the bulk of our project.

■

The third aspect of the model is accessibility.
In our project, this will be achieved by creating a
staff development proposal for every middle school
science ceacher in the district.

Finally, the

assessment step of the plan will include several
benchmark assessments at each grade level.

These

assessments are needed fOr program evaiuation and to
see if the students are understanding and learning the
mandated state science standards.

Author R

This project is a huge undertaking in time.

We

had to divide the tasks between the three of us to
assure tiat

we would be doing a thorough job.

Kathy

Been is the Science Curriculum Facilitator for the

10

Palm Springs Unified School District. She also is a
Staff Developer for the K - 12 Alliance.

Kathy

arranged'for the Eisenhower grant funds for the
teacher meetings we held.

meetings.

She facilitated those

Paula Reynolds did the internet research

for the background literature review and Cathy Ahearn
spent days in the libraries at College of the Desert,

California State San Bernardino and Palm Springs City
Library,:doing periodical searches for the literature
review, i Each of us studied the standards and then

took a grade.

Kathy aligned and presented 8^^ grade,

Cathy Ahfearn aligned and presented

aligned and presented 6^^ grade.

grade and Paula

Paula typed the

reference section, Cathy Ahearn typed the curriculums
and Kathy Been typed the body of the paper. All three
of us interviewed teachers, administrators and
attended; standards conferences.

Limitations/Delimitations

Our; project plan is to document research, hold
discussion meetings with all other middle school
teachers in the district, and complete a teacher

11

friendly I document using the 4 '"A" model.

This

document I will be presented to the Palm Springs Board
of Education as the new district standards, scope and

sequence^ and staff development model.
The!process for implementation for any curriculum
is time intensive and difficult to understand.

Some

of the difficulties of designing and implementing a
standard:document, which can effectively be used at
any site are:

Different interpretations of what is to be taught

Different pedagogies and approaches to teaching
Different administrative priorities such as math and
reading :

Getting input and buy-in from each site and/or teacher
Coordinating with the district office and the board of
education

The demographic make-up of our student population at
the different school sites.
Time limits and constraints

In addrebsing some of these difficulties we decided to
limit our parameters to only the science standards for

the 6^^", '1^, and 8^^ grades.

12

In our district the

content matrix for elementary and the text for

elementary are not even closely aligned to the new

standards.

High school science curriculiim is aldo far

from being aligned with the new standards.

The middle

school curriculum is really close to what the state is

requiring.

Because of the flexible design of our

texts we can just move books to the appropriate grade
level.

This flexibility is another reason we limited

ourselves to the middle school grades.

Each one of us represents a different grade level
at the middle school.
science.

In addition to teaching

we also hold degrees in social studies.

biochemistry, business, and psychology.

We also have

recently completed upper level coursework in

educational philosophy, educational pedagogy.

We have

all participated in instructional strategy coursework.
We have a wide age-span, and different levels of

teaching experience.

We are a small group, but we

feel we represent fairly the demographics- of our
district science teachers.

We met with Dr. Diane Kline, the Director of

Curriculum pevelopment for Palm Springs Unified School

13

DistriGt and outlined our proposal.

On our behalf,

she presented our proposal to the executive council.
We requested that Our interpretation of the standards
and our project be a template for all four middle

schools.

Palm Springs Unified has accepted the

proposal with financial support for time and research.
Dr. Kline did request that we create benchmark
assessments for each of the three grade levels.

She

agrees with us that at every site differeht teachers
will use different pedagogies and teaching strategies,

even though the district standards are the same.
benchmar c

The

assessments serve as another limitation

because it is difficult to assess that which has not
been tau'ght.
an event'tial
Dr.

The benchmark assessments will also be

evaluation of our project's effectiveness.

Kline also set strict timelines for the

completiisn of our project.
start teaching

Teachers are anxious to

the new standards next year.

She is

hoping -t hey will have our document in hand by
September.

In November, the Board of Education will

be viewing
textbooks

our work.

The new framework and the new

will not be available until January of 2000,

14

four to five months into the new school year, and sha

is hoping that our document will serve as a

transitional guide for teacliers. 1;

:

We also limited the sdope of our project just to.

the hew standards and delayed any inclusion of health
science, safety education, and human development '
unless it is addressed in the standards.

These topics

,are currently being taught in the middle school

>

science -lasses, but are not specifically addressed in
the standards.

Originally we had planned and organized three

days of orainstorming, aligning, and augmenting of the

standards by grade level.

Due to a substitute

shortage in our district and the administration of
standardized tests with subsequent block scheduling,
we were forced to cancel the meetings.

We rescheduled

three afternoon sessions, with volunteer attendance,
and the same goals.

These afternoon meetings contribute to our first
delimitation.

The format of these meetings limits the

in-depth contributions and analysis of other district
teachers.

We have also limited community and parent

15.

contributions because of our time constraints.

Parents will have a chance to view the district

standards prior to the Board of Education approval of
the curriculum.

We invited elementary principals, educators, high

school principals, and high school science teachers to
attend these afternoon sessions.

Even limited, this

articulation is more than we have had in the past.

It

is our hope that when the other grade levels begin to
develop their curriculum they will use our template as
a tool.

Even with district support we are making a major

assumption that our projects' template will be used in

every itiiddle school in the district.

If the standards

themselves were not so strict we would not even

attempt to standardize this curriculum.

The nature of

the standards allow us to be more focused and create a

universal standard curriculum that meets the needs of
all the middle schools in pur district.
When we talk to other middle school teachers they
are relieved to be able to look forward to a eoncrete

direction.

Our project will provide them with a

16

direction, instructions, and guidelines to effectively

implement the new science standards that are required
by the state of California, in their own classroom.

The more: experienced teachers are aware of the time,

stress, and difficulty of aligning curriculum and most
seem happy to not be involved in the nuts and bolts of
alignment.

The new teachers are just busy learning to

survive as a middle school teacher.

They have

enthusiasm but not time to help develop curriculum.

By providing both groups with a flexible template,
which accomplishes the goal of meeting the standards,
we have imet their needs for the upcoming school year.

Independent of our project, we will hold debrief
meetings with all of the middle school science
teachers in June of 2000 to re-evaluate the

effectiveness of the template in their classrooms.

17

Definition of Terms

Accessibility; a strategy - SGho:blSi review the
teaching practices and the lesson desighs to ensure

that all students have,an equal ppportunity to achieve
the standards.

The access process includes a variety

of instructional practices, sensibility to equity
issues,

use of literacy strategies, etc.

Alignment: reviewing current district/school

guidelines for a match to the state and national
standard
Assessment:

a means of measuring student achievement

in specific academic subjects; using multiple measures
to provide educational data to help analyze if the
program is producing the desired outcomes and to
determine what changes still'need to b® made.

Augmentation: adding pieces to the existing
curriculum; the standards are translated from the

content to ^^conceptual stories" that students

experience in each of their instructional units,

within their grade level, grade span and in their
overall K - 12 education.

18

Benchmar]^ Assessment: an examination of student

knowledge acquisition administered at a particular

point.

for example, administering an exam at the end

of a unit or at the end of a grade level.
CLAD: Crdss Cultural Language and Academic Development
Certificate - A certificate to work with,the Limited
English Proficient

Concept Based Teaching: Instructional methodology used

to teach I students an understanding of the concept, and
not necessarily a memorization of data.

California Content Matrix: A curriculiim organizational;

tool presented in the 1990 California Science; .
Framework on implementing curriculum.

CSIN: California Science Implementation Network
Curriculum: what is being taught in the classroom

Developmental Appropriateness: Curriculum and

instructional Strategies, which consider the cognitive
development of the student.
Essentiallsm: ah educational philosophy of "back to
the basiGs" in educational curriculum

Existentialist: ah educational philosopher who

advocated personal introspection and self-^awareness

19

Interdisciplinary Studies; those cufrigula that are

woven aititbng iciore than one discipline or subject area.
Pedagogy?

the methods an instructor uses to convey

information to students;

Progresslvist; an education philosppher who advocates

divergent thinking and the processes of learning.
SDAIE: Sjpecially Designed Academic Instruction iu

English program is a sheltered teaching technique.

SPAN; Science Partnership fot Articulation and
Networking
SS&C; Scope.

Science

Sequence & Goordinatioh, a Natidnal

Foundation organization for science education

in middl^ school.

Standardis; anything recognized or accepted as correct
or perfect and used as a basis for comparison. The
science

standards are expectations of what is to be

taught.
Tenets:

doctrine, principle, or belief held to be true

by an individual or group

20

CHAPTER TWO
I

History of California
Skills in science are critical to economic
j

progress I in a technologically based society.

Today's

middle school students will be seeking jobs in a
I

global economy requiring levels of technical
i

■

■

competence and flexible thinking, that were required

I
by only a few workers in the past.

The Third

International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMSS)

published in November 1996 by the International
I

•

' ■

Association for the Evaluation of Educational

I■

,.

Achievement (lEA) used this philosophy as the force
behind their study of science and math education

around tjie world. The report compared test scores.
hours ofjtelevision watched, student's attitudes about
I

j

science and much more.
]

The conclusion of the report,
.

which wak printed widely in the newspapers and
i
journals! around the country, was that the students of
■

!

■

the United States tested at the bottom of the world.
These same students watch too much television and have
little interest in science studies.

21

The voting public used this report a
for education reform.

a catalyst

In the state of California, the

candidates for Governor in the 1998 election referred

to TIl^MSS and other reports Which point to the need

for reform in the way science was taught, reform in
the accountability of information offered and the need

for development of a state-wide standardized
curriculum.

Candidate Dan Lungren said, "The most

critical issue facing K -12 today is the failure of
our students across the board to match up against
their counterparts in the rest of the country and
world." (California Schools, Fall 1998).

His

opponent, and our current governor. Gray Davis was

quoted in the same article saying, "I want to produce
world-class students by holding them to world-class
standards.

We have to raise standards and develop

more rig Drous curriculums to meet those standards."

In 1995, the state legislature voted in a
state la ^ which ordered the California Board of

Educatio

to improve California's "declining public

schools" (Sacramento Bee, Oct. 1998). The Commission
for the Establishment of Academic Content and

22

Performance Standards, was established by Assembly :

Bill, AB 265.

the commission's goal was to develop

grade level standards for four subject areas:
mathematics, English-language arts, social studies and
Science.

It established that these standards would be

the basis of statewide assessments.

The Board

^

approved the standards for English and Math, in 1997.
The social studies and science standards were approved
in October of 1998.

The Board of Education /Upraised

the standards as acadeiaically challenging but

acknowledging that they are a first step in an uphill

battle tp improve student achievement statewide."
! ..

.

(Sacramento Bee, October, 10. 1998)
The

standards were written by a commission of

scientists and educators headed by Nobel laureate and

physicis t Glenn T. Seaborg.
in 1999.

Dr. Seaborg passed away

The panel was divided between those like

Seaborg who wanted a back-to-basics emphasis on
memorizatidn and those who wanted a more experimental,
hand-on approach.

In fact, when the first draft was

written it was in two forms.

Dr. Seaborg's committee

wrote onle draft and the other draft was written by a

23

team of scientiats and teachers including California

State San Bernardino's professor Dr. Bonnie
Brunkhorst. Over the Internet, the debate raged as the

two sides put forward their views and suggestions, and
the scientific and teaching community responded.

The

commissibn, which included all these people and their
i
,
views, used as reference material: The California 1990
State Science Framework, The National Science

Education Standards, the Benchmarks for Science

Literacy, the National Assessment of Education

Progress, Advance Placement Courses Descriptions,
International Baccalaureate exams and of course, many

other sources.

All participants spent days, weeks and

months researching, writing and discussing how science
could best be taught in California.
The' back-to-basics draft contained facts which

students! should memorize at each grade level.

The

concept Was that students need to know more and use
books more. That these standards will be a reference

for what; students statewide need to know and for what

teachers: need to teach.

The next step then, is to

hold the: teachers and students accountable for test

24

scores, \Vhich reflect the knowledge acquisition.

"''It

is believed by people within and outside of education
that thehe standards will raise the level of

expectation for what students know and are able to
demonstrate at each grade by defining essential skills

and knowledge." (CLMS News, Jan/Feb 1999)
think it would be unfortunate if children had

to sacriifice their natural instinct for inquiry/ which

is fundaiaentally a scientific process, as a result of

an emphasis on rote learningr"(internet)

Pat

a

science resource teacher for the Oceanside Unified

School District, summed u|3 the views of the opposing

ideologyl.

Students will not have time to construct

ideas if they are having to memorize a huge block of
data.

National Academy of Sciences (NAS) President,

Bruce Alberts is concerned that the California
standards

don't align with the National Science

Educatidn Standards.

He and othets, believe that the

state standards contain so much factual material, that

teachers will be forced to skip more in-depth learning
activities. Activities, he feels would give students a

better understanding of the scientific process

25

(Science/ Oct 1998), Diana Long, a fifth grader at

Jefferson Elementary School in San Francisco was

quoted in the Chronicle saying,-

I like science. You

make your hands messy."
National Association of Scientists,(which also

includes Nobel Laureates as members). The American

Association for the Advancement of Science, California

State Science Syptemic Organizations, like the K - 12
Alliance

and West Ed Eisenhower Regional Consortium,

California Science Teachers Association and educators,
all fear d the new standards would eliminate students~

chances to learn science through inquiry, and

eliminate any relationship to what students learn, and
the lives they lead.

Aft'pr much stress, many public hearings and
internet debate, a final draft was written.

This

draft includes an Investigation and Experiment section
at each of the lower grades and middle grades 4

It

still introduces difficult topics (like understandihg
the Periodic Table of Element) at young grades

(third).

The middle school grades were to originally

have only one science taught.

26

For example, sixth

grade was to be Earth Science exclusively.

The final

document I does weave some life and physical science
topics as they relate to Earth Science.

Both the

integratipn pf sciences and the investigation strands
were hard foug;ht compromises.
j

■

■ ■

■ ,

'

, ■

^ , ■

'

.

■

■

'

'

Philosophical Debate

In analyzing the standards, and being avid
observers of the controversy surrounding their

adoption!, a educational philosophical parallel is
clearly evident.

An essentialist philosophy ;

'encourag|es
■
•
■

Telling Students experts views

■ Hold students to convergent!thip^ihdlCPptnect answers)

■ Keeps st|udents\ on the designed path

■ Predomii^ately uses basic i:ex:ts
■

Prescrib!es the curriculum

■

Emphasizies learning facts - processes are secondary
'

Prolfessor Arthur Bestpr, an essentialist,

;

outlines in one interview, that science is neglected

in many schools.

He felt (in 19561) standards will

force teachers at all schoplstp teach science.
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He

also feels that the curriculum is too loose.

In an

effort to be relevant to the child the fundamentals

(facts/information) are not being taught.
He is echoed by Frank E. Armbruster who said at
one point, "Many ^specialized' courses in elementary
schools are of light academic content, of little

proven value, and take up a significant part of the
school day.

They are also very expensive.

A course

like "ecology", particularly at the elementary level,
is of very doubtful scholastic value." This Armbruster

quote comes from an article titled, "Why Johnny's
Learning,Less and Less and. Less; All That New-Fangled
Teaching Has Flunked Out."

He says "If money and home

environment cannot fairly be blamed for the decline

(in STA scores of wealthy children), what can?

The

factor that does appear to affect academic performance

is the diegree to which the schools sacrificed
traditio'nal disciplines and subject for the sake of
^innovative' teaching activities."
Dr.: seaborg, the voting public and the supporters
of the science standards seem to be saying the same

thing as Bestor and Armbruster.
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The NAS (which also

includes:Nobel laureates as members), The American

Association for the Advancement of Science, California

State Science Systemic Organizations like the K - 12
Alliance;and West Ed Eisenhower Regional Consortium,

California Science Teachers Association and many
educators mirror the tenets of a progressive

educational philosophy.
A progressivist:
■

Permits Students to interpret material

■, Fosters divergent thinking - solicits independent
ideas

from students

■

Seizes students' unforeseen remarks to make point

■

Selects materials other than basic text

■

Curriculum develops from students' interactions

■

Emphasizes learning processes (group interactions and
inquiry tihought processes)

■

John Dewey (in 1916)

said he believes that "if nine-

tenths of the energy at present directed towards
making the child learn certain things were spent in

seeing tp it that the child was forming proper imageS/

the worki of instruction would be indefinitely
facilitated."

More significant, he felt that next to
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deadness and dullness, formalism and routine, our

education is threatened with no greater evil than
sentimentalism. Dewey and other progressivists, felt
that education must mirror a student's life activities

and experiences, be a progressive education, and that
social development should be a bigger priority in
education.

Educational Philosophy

This debate of philosophies which is illustrated
in the development of the science standards (and all

academic;standards) is not new to California.

In

1987, State Superintendent of Public Schools, Bill

Honig, published a text called Caught in the Middles,
Educational Reform for Young Adolescents in California
Public Schools.

This document was revolutionary in

the methodologies, approaches and curriculum it
recommends for middle school students.

1987, there were no middle schools.

In fact, in

The typical

district;in California had Junior High Schools.
Students from grades 7, 8 and 9 attended the junior
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high.

Ill the new proposal, students from grades 6,7

and 8 would attend middle school.

Dr. Irvin Howard, California League of Middle
School President, outlines the difference between a

•

■

■ ■ i'

■

■■ ■ .

'

junior high and a middle school.

. ' ■

. ■'

He says, a junior

high is |a high school for younger students." Junior
highs offer a shopping mall curriculum, electives, and

interscholastic sports.

Middle schools, outlines Dr.

Howard, have a flexible exploratory elective wheel,
intermural sports, integrated subject area curriculum,
small teams and families, and equal access to all
classes, for all students. In contrasting the two

school organizations. Dr. Howard argues that the
middle school is better designed to address the needs
of adolescents.

Honig and Caught in the Middle, agree.

Middle

school is the last chance to develop a personal

commitmeiit to educational goals. "Those who fail at
the middle gtade level often drop out of school."

The

program says the most critical aspect of these

transitional years for students is the change from one
teacher to many teachers.
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A middle school child must

be connected with the goals of their school.

The

goals of a middle school should be to prepare a child
for high schools and secondly, to increase their selfesteem through a sense of belonging.

Bottom line,

students : can be ^^turned on" or ^^turned off" to science
in middle school.

With regard to curriculum. Caught in the Middle,
outlines: core curriculum for middle school Students as

a common, comprehensive, academically oriented
curriculum. ''The content of core curriculum subjects
must be linked to the heightened curiosity of young

adolescents about themselves - who they are, how they
fit into the world around them, how that world

functions, and what exciting .prospects for their lives
lie beyond the immediate horizons of their present
knowledge and experience."

Standards in the Middle School

The AAS Benchmarks says that most middle schools
students are more interested in working with nature

than they are working with scientific theory. "They
should continue to be engaged in doing science and
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encouraged to reflect on the science they are engaged

in, withi the assumption that they will later acquire a
more mature reflection on science as a world view."

(AAAS, Benchmarks).

Middle school is not, they say,

too earlier to deal with questioning and the changing
nature oif science.

Students should be aware that

change occurs, but, not always be able to explain the
reason why.

Middle school students are still too

developmentally immature to be able to rationalize the
reason behind the occurrence.

At' this level, students need to learn how to

follow the scientific method.

that experiments take time.

They need to understand

They also, need to be

able to 'test things themselves and what components
' .

■

■

■

!

•

'

.

create a valid experiment.
'j.

. •,

'

.

■

■ ■

'

■

,

■

.

■

■

They should participate in
'

■

-

■

\

^

many inyestigations and experiments, which they

design, j Their investigations should be a significant
part of jany successful middle school student's science
experience.
Middle school students have documented success at

learning using hands-on activities, inquiry based

educatidn and other progressivist pedagogies.
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How

then, is a middle school teacher supposed to teach the
state standards? :These standards are not conceptual

in natur^-

The standards and their authors, come from

a different philosophical tenet, then the

philosOpiiies, which have been proved successful in
middle school.

So, while standards overall might be a

functional way of standardizing content, in middle
school, the teachers should be encouraging conceptual

understanding, experimentation and reading in science.
This dicotomy is easy to miss,

Ross Arnold and

Ed Steckley wrote an article in the California League

of Middl^ Schools January 1999 Middle School News,
entitled ^''Now That We have the State Science

Standards, What Do We Do With Them?"

They created

an outline of the standards and have recommendations

of how tp implement them in youi' district which were
very helpful, but, thelauthors do not address the
special learning needs of the middle school student.

Kathy DiRanna, pitector of the K - 12 Alliance,
wrote an' article entitled "Making Sense of the
Standards" (Restructuring Science, March 1999).

She

guestionis: What effects will the Standards have on our
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school'S j overall science program?
What ca 'l^e change?

What can we keep?

How Will the standards effect our

student's conceptual understanding of science? How can
we insure the attainment of the standa.rds fot all

students? "We need to constantly remind ourselves that

the key to standards-based instruction is not simply

the stanjiards; it is their delivery."

She offers as a

method for translating the standards into classroom

practicel.
mention

While Ms. DiRanna doesn't not specifically
school as a separate entity, she does

address the progressive pedagogical tenets, which have
been show to best teach the middle school student
■science.] ■ ■

This method is called the "4 A MODEL".

The for

"A"s are alignment, augmentation, access and

assessment.

Alignment is outlined as taking the state

standards and align them to your own district's needs.

Aligning the standards is proposed to be matching the
standarcis with the big story in science at each grade
level. |"It takes less time tc teach for "awareness"

versus ^^understanding; it takes less time to teach
vocabulary than a concept."
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In Ijday and June/ the K - 12 Alliance reyised

their aligrunent procedure.

TheY recommended, at their

June, Stkff Developer Training, that districts or
schools look first to their existing Content Matrix.

The exisj:ir^9' Palni Springs Unified Content Matrix is in
• ■

■

.

'ii

,

'

!■

■

■

■

'■

■

■

■

■■

t

Appendix! C.

■

'

'

,

.

.

'
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,

'

■

'
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The alignment can be then "standards to

existing matrix" or "new matrix.to new standards

Either w^y, the first step in the process is aligning
curriculum with the standards.
■
■
■ I
' .
■. V ■
.
• .

Aftkr having done this at each grade level or
I ' '

'' '

'

''

'

'' '

subject |1eve1, the next step is to augment the

'

materialj. Augmentation can be required because of
student demographics, available supplies and
textbdoks, local ecosystems, local community
partnerships, or what ever need your district has.

Augmentaltion is the next process in translating the
standards into classroom practice.

The goal of

augmentajtion is to determine the major concepts for
instruction, and to indicate where the specific
standards that you are fespdnsible for teaching fit

into thej conceptual story.
, • 1- ■

,

I ■■ : ■■ ■ .
i
I •

■■

■■

■

■

" ■

M.
V ■
1

■ '/
. 3-6'

''

Access is assurance that all students have an
■' ■

■ ■ ■ ■" ' ■■ ■■' ! •

■■

■

■

.

■

' ■

..

■

,

: ; ■■

equal opportunity to achieve the standards.

The

access process includes a variety of instructional
practice^/ sensitiyity to eq;uity issues, use of

literacyj strategies and creating a curriculum designed
for middle school students.

Part of access is

assuring]key to continuous school improvement.

Grant

Wiggins, j is quoted in Results as saying "schools never
^pilot' new programs or processes; we just send them
off and then *wave at them from the pier, never to be

seen again".

The recommendations are that the

foundation for results: meaningful teamwork; clear,

measurable goals; and the regular collection and

,

analysis of data.

Data and goal evaluation is also the final of the
four steps, assessment. Assessment, using multiple

mehsuresj Can provide educational data to help analyze
if the ptogram is producing the desired outcomes and

'

'f ' ' ■ ■ ■ '

' ■ : ■ ■ " -i' .

to determine what changes Still need to be made in
your curriculum.

■ . '

^ '

Even thought the nature of this project is not
evaluating science assessment, literature shows that
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assessment is the measure of success of each teachers

science lessons.

"In order to preserve and encourage

the development of exciting, hands-on science courses,
it becomes essential that standardized exams that will

developed to assess students mastery of the of the new
standards not dwell on excessive detail.

If the exams

stress the important concepts cited in the new
standards, it is likely that teachers will not be
fearful of hampered in providing the type of science
of instruction that works best for them (and their

students)

This editorial by Steven B. Oppenheimer,

PhD., was printed in the CSTA Classroom Science
Newsletter.

Oppenheimer also says that many teachers

are successfully teaching science in a way which in
not compatible with the letter and law of the new
standards.

Cathy Weisman, a physics teacher at Palm Spring

High School, pointed out that the 8^*^ grade standards

replace the existing 9^^ grade class-Introduction to
Chemistry and Physics.

She is worried, that without

district articulation, the high school will not be

preparing science education lay-people and college
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attendees correctly.

She and her staff are distressed

at having to totally redo their curriculum and then be

held accountable for the design.
The!Southern California Association of Science

Specialists (SCAS2) conducted two seminars on all

these issues. The first two in March of 1999 sold out,

with hundreds of attendees being turned away.

They

held a third seminar on May 4, 1999, and it was too

sold out>

They plan on presenting other seminars to

help districts address the science standards.

At

these seminars, the symposium sessions included

Getting to Know the Science Standards, Making Sense of
the Standards, Science Standards-Classroom Analysis

and Designing Professional Development for StandardsBased Reform.

In the afternoon, participants broke

into gra(Ae groups. The 6-8 group was asked how the new
standards will effect them.
I ■ ■
.
■ .

How did they see the
■

standard^ effecting the following areas: The roundi

•

,

'

robin responses were as follows:

Also present that day, was Gayland Jordan of the

California Department of Education.

Jordan outlines

the dates and events upcoming during the science
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reform, ! He remindedthe

th^at the California

Senate has ailocated $12.78 per student for one-time

materials/equipment purchases for teachers, in order

to facilitate teaching the new standards. The
assembly|has also passed ftB2041, a bill which provides
staff development money for teachers, in order to
facilitate teaching the new standards.

■

He also

.offered the participants a Science Timeline for

Califdrriia.

This timeiine indicates that the new

framewor]c (and how to teach the document) will be

completed in the Spring of 2000.

The textbook

companies will have approved texts to sell in February

of 2000.j The year 2001, will be the first assessitient,

grade:by|grade, of the success of standards education.
Grades tested wiir be 5^*^, 8^^, and 10^*^. His

/

recommenkatibn was that schools read the standards,
compare existing courses fo the standards, discuss

articulation and timeline, pay attention to State

Assessmejit decisions and adjust courses when
approprikte as needed,
■ Weihmah, of Palm ^Springs High School, says the
new high school standards will require writing the
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curriculilim all over.

Frank finney, principal bf an

eleinentapy school. Vista Del Monte, in Palm Springs,,
says that the new elementary standards are

irrationally rigorous.

He feels that teachers don't

teach science in elementary school, because of the

■

1 '

.

'

■

.

'

emphasis; on reading and mathematics, and other
i ,

,

.'

■

'

■

■

'

curricula demands on their classroom lesson time.

He

can't see any way that the new standards will be
■'

i

■

' '■

■■

•

'

■

•

successful in the elementary school, the way they are
written.

Back at middle school, principals are urging
teachersjto teach the standards using the pedagogies

and methjDds of the 1990 Framework.

If they can't feel

it, toucji it, then they will not understand it.
Principal, Anne Kalisek, Raymond Cree Middle School,
■ ■ ■

■"

i ,

"■ ■

■

,

'

■

■'

■ ■

■■ ■

■

■

.' .

■

says, "I' hope that the new standards don't change the
way my teachers are teaching because they are already

doing a jgreat job now!"
jimj Jones, CSTA Intermediate Director and
classroom science teacher says, '^^We look to

creatiyi|ty, flexibility, and resourcefulness to ensure
a complete education."
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CHAPTER THREE

Developmental Process
After reviewing the history Of the standards/ and
the 4 - A model of implementation/ the team developed

our system for curriculum development.
We examined the current Palm Springs Unified
Content Matrix in Science.

matrix.

This: is the 1993 approved

The matrix had an integrated approach, which

offered Earth, Life and Physical Science in each of

the three middle grades.

Dr. Diane Kline, our

district guide, and Jim Hurst the Director of Special
Projects for the district, explained that we needed to
follow the content strands in the standards.

We

decided then to not use the matrix and match the

standards to the existing curriculum.

There were many

reasons |for this decision.
First, much of the now ^content didvnotiexiS;t in

our old istandards. Secondly,: when textbooks are
available to purchase in March of 2000, they will be
primarily by grade level and not by content strands.

Out team then each took a grade level and cut
every standard from that grade into strips of paper.
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We then Examined them for whether the standard was a
fact^ a lesson or a concept*

We labeled the strips.

How longiwould it take to teach this standard, was the

criteriajwe used.
Theh we took the standards, the California

Science Framework (1990), and the AAAS Benchmarks and

". ■

'! ■. ' ■

■

'■

research each standard.

■

■

■

' ■■ ■ ■

■

We began to rearrange them

into the!most logical sense scientifically.

This was

not a challenge to the existing standards, certainly

they wer^ composed by experts, but, an effort to
create ai flow of reason; a logical series of steps
which could tell a story.

After each of us finished

this task at our grade level, we met as a group.
evaluated the stories or concepts we had created.

We
We

questioned the logical, the sequencing and the
■ , ■

. i'

■

■ ■ .■

^' ,

''

■ ■■

■

adaptability to the existing textbooks.
We decided on the following concepts:

6^^ grade,:

'

1. Energy is neither created nor destroyed.
2. Forces within the Earth Cause stress, which in turn

alters the Earth's surface.
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3. Living and non-living resources are partners in
keeping an ecosystem in balance.

7^*^ grade:
1. The non-living resources of the Earth have changed
over time and evidence from rocks allows observation

of those changes.

2. Living things have structures, which perform
specific, tasks to help the organisms live, grow, and
interact with the environment.

3. Living organisms are descended, with modifications,
from other organisms.

8^"^ grade:
1. The universe is dynamic.

Everything in the

universe is moving and is interconnected.

2. The motion of an object is always judged with
respect to some other object or point.

3. Matter is made of smaller parts, which are
1

perpetually in motion.

We khen took each concept and created smaller
sub-concepts.

These completed the story of the

concept in each grade level.
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For example, in the 8^*^ grade/the concep^t^
motion of an object is always judged with pespect to

some other objeGt or point. The sub-concepts whic^^^^
wpuld sequentially teach this storyline are:
Unbalanced forces cause changes in velocity, the

velocityi of an object is the rate of change of its

positionI and all fluids are made up of particles and
these pairticies have enetgy in terms of mass and
■

acceleraqionl: .j;

The^e concepts fit the need to teach the
Standards, but offer the;classroom teacher the .
flexibility to design units which use other,

augmentihg materials and activities^

They also offer

the classroom teacher the flexibility to align and
weave their science curriculum with the other

disciplines on their inter-disciplinary team.

The

National Science Foundation has endorsed a unit from

the ITlinois State University, entitled Systems.

This

replacement unit offers technology, math and science.
It would be a wonderful integrated unit to use in the
grade.

1
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;

How can we be sure that we are teaching all the
standards?

Qijir writing team then took each concept and the

related 4^b-concepts, and matched them to the
standardis.

We assured ourselves that each standard

would be I addressed.

But, because of the

accountaJpility of the standards/ we created a list of
sub-concepts, and a list of the standards which needed
to be taught, under each sub-concept.

S^'^ Gradej Conceptually Aligned Standards
■, !
, '
■ "
'
■ ■ ■■■
•:
I. Conceptual Story; The universe is dynamic.

■

■

■'

Everything in the universe is moving and is
■

interconnected by the universal force of gravity.
. '
i- ■ • ' ■
■ ■■' •
.
Supportihg Standards:

,

Students I should know the role of gravity in forming
and maintaining planets, stars and the sOlaf system.
The structure and composition of the universe can be

learned from the study of stars and galaxies, and

■;

' , ■ ■ ■ ■ [ , ,■ . ;

■ ''

their evolution.

Galaxiesjare clusters of billions of stars, and may
■
!
■
have different shapes.

"
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^

'

The sun is one of many stars in our own Milky Way
galaxy,

Stars may differ in size, temperature, and

color.

■

How to use astronomical units and light years as

measure of distance between:fha- Sun,: sthrsia^
• Stars are the source of light fof:,all

in outer space.

gbfedts

The moon :and?:plahets jahine by^;

reflected sunlight, not by their own light.

■ The (appearance, general composition) relative
position|and size, and motion of objects in the solar
system, including: planets, planetary satellites,
comets, and asteroids.

IIv

Conceptual story; The motion of an object is

always judged with respect to some other object of
point.

The idea of absolute motion or rest is

misleading.
IIA. Sub Concept with supporting standards: Unbalanced

forces cause changes in velocity.
A force has both direction and magnitude
When an object is subject two or more forces at once,
the effect is the cumulative effect of all the forces
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■

of the
■

forces on an object are balanced^ the motion

When the

object does not change

How to identify
on a single
forces due

separately two or more forces acting

static object, including gravity, elastic

to tension or compression dn matter, and

friction
■

When the

forces on an object are unbalanced the object

will Chanige

its motion (that is, speed up, slow down,

or change direction),
■

The greater the mass of an object the more force is
needed to

:

achieve the same change in motion,

IIB. Sub concept with supporting standards: The

velocity of an object is the rate of change of its
position
■

Position is defined relative to some Choice of
standard

reference point and a set of reference

directions.

■

Average speed is the total distance traveled divided

by the total time elapsed.

The speed of an object

along the path traveled can vary.
■

How to solve problems involving distance, time and
average speed
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To desGribe
both dir

Changes

the velocity of an object one iftust specify

ction and speed.

in

velocity can be changes in speed,

directions, or both.
lie. Sub

Concept; All fluids are made up of particles

and that

these particles have energy in terms of mass

and acceleration.

All objects experience a buoyant force when immersed
in a fluid.

Density is mass per unit volume
How to calculate the density of substances (regular
and irregular solids, and liquids) from measurements
of mass and volume.

■

The bupyant force on an object in a fluid is an upward
force eq'ual to the weight of the fluid it has
displaced
How to predict whether an object will float or sink,
III. Conceptual Story: All matter is made of smaller

parts,

which

wide vari.ety

are perpetually in motion, and that a

of phenomena can be explained by

alternative arrangements of vast numbers of these

invisibly tiny, moving parts.

IIIA. Sub Concept with supporting standards: Matter is

made of atoms.

The atoms of :an^ element

alike but

are different from atoms of other elements.

Elements

have distinct 'properties and'atomic,

structure.
All ma tter

.

,

;■

;^

is comprised of one or more of over 100

elemen ts

■

The Structure

of the atom and how it is composed of

proton t neutrons and electrons.

■

Compounds are formed by combining two or more
different elements.

Compounds have properties that are different from the
constitue:nt elements.

IIIB. Sub Concept with supporting standards: Matter
exists in different states, depending on the motion of
its atoms.
Atoms and

.

molecules form solids by building up

repeating patterns such as the crystal structure of
NaCl or ;

ong chain polymers.

The state s

(solid, liquid, gas) of matter depend on

molecular motion.
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In solids the atoms are closely locked in position and
can only vibrate, in liquids the atoms and molecules
are

more

loosely connected and can collide With and

one another, while in gases the atoms or

move pas'

molecules are free to move independently, colliding
frequently.

inc. Sub Concept with supporting standards: Atoms may

stick together in well-defined molecules or may be
packed together in large arrays. Different
arrangements of atoms into groups compose all
substances.
Chemical

reactions are processes in which atoms are

rearrangeed

into different combination of molecules,

Reactant

atoms and molecules interact to form products

with dif

erent chemical properties.

The idea

of atoms explains the conservation of matter;

^;

in chemical reactions the number; of atoms stays ^the v
same no matter how they are arranged, so their total
mass stays the same:

Chemical reactions usually liberate heat or absorb
heat.
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Principles of chemistry underlie the functioning of
biologichl systems.
HID. Sub Concept with supporting standards: The
elements I (atoms) of matter are organized into a
Periodic:Table based on their periodic functions and

properties.
The organization of the periodic table is based on the
properties of the elements and reflects the structure

of atomsj
How to identify regions corresponding to metals,
nonmetals and inert gases The organization of the

periodic:table is based on the properties of the
elements:and.

Elements'are defined by the number of protons in the
nucleus, iwhich is called the atomic number.
I

'

Different

.

isotopes I of an element have a different number of
neutrons I in the nucleus.

Substances can be classified by their properties,

including melting temperature, density, hardness heat,
i

and electrical conductivity.
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IIIE. Sub Concept with supporting standards: The
principles of chemistry underlie the functioning of
biological systems.

■ Principles of chemistry underlie the functioning of
biological systems.

• Carbon, because of its ability to combine in many ways
with itself and other elements, has a central role in

the chemistry of living organisms.

" Living organisms are made of molecules largely
consistiug of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen,
phosphorus, and sulfur.

■

Living organisms have many different kinds of

molecules including small ones such as water and'salt,
and very large ones such as carbohydrates, fats,
proteins, and DNA,

7^^ Grade Conceptually Aligned Standards
I. Conceptual Story: The noh-living resburces of the
Earth have changed over time and evidence from rocks

allows us to observe those changes.

(Evolution is

studied through independent lines of evidence.)
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lA.

Concepts with supporting standards

Sub

1 Time is a long time.
Earth processes today are similar to those that

occurred in the past and slow geologic processes have
large cuimulative effects over long periods of time.
■

Evidence

from geologic layers and radioactive dating

indicate

the Earth is approximately 4.6 billion years

old, and that life has existed for more than 3 billion
years.

IB. Sub

Concepts with supporting standards: Fossils

and Rocksi

Evidence Geological

The history of life on Earth has been disrupted
major catastrophic events, such as major volcanic
eruptions or the impact of an asteroid,
■

The rock

cycle includes the formation of new sediment

and rocks.

■

Rocks are often found in layers with the oldest
generally on the bottom.

■

Fossils provide evidence of how life and erivironmental
conditions have changed.

■

i

How movements of the Earth's continental and oceanic

plates through time, with associated changes in
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climate

and geographicai conheGtions, have affected
and present distribution of drganisms.:

the past

Independent

lines of evidence from geology/ fossils '

and complarative anatomy provide a basis for the theory
of evolu:ion.

II.

Concei'tual Story: Living things have structures,

which perform specific tasks to help the organisms
live and grow and meet their heeds as they interact
with the environment.

IIA.vSub Concept with supporting standards: Living

things a e made of cells, which have specialized
component structures.
Cells function

similarly in all living things,

The characteristics
animal

11s including chloroplasts and cell walls,

ce

The nudeus
in

■

that distinguish plant cells from

is the respiratory for genetic information

and animal cells.

Mitochohdria liberate energy for the work that cells

do, and

chloroplSstS capture sunlig;ht energy for

photosynthesis. ■

i
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/I/'

Cells divide to increase their numbers through a
process of mitosis, which results in two daughter
cells with identical sets of chromosomes.

As raulti-cellular orgahisms develop, their cells
differen;:iate.

IIB. Sub Concept with supporting standards: All but
the simplest organisms have specialized cells.
tissues. organs, and organ systems.

Plants and animals:have levels of organization for

structure and function, including cells, tissues,
organs, organ systems, and the whole organism.

Organ systems function because of the contributions of

individual organs,;tissues, and cells.

The failure of

any part can affect the entire system.

■

How bones and muscles work together to provide a
Structural framework for movement! ;

•

How the

eproductive organs of the human female and

male generate eggs and sperm, and how sekual activity
may lead to fertilization and pregnancy.
■

The func:ion

of the umbilicus and placehta during

pregnancy
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■

The structures and processes by which flowering plants

generate! pollen and ovules, seeds and fruit.
■

How to rdlate the structures of the eyes and ears to
i

their functions,
I

lie. SubfConcept with supporting standards: DNA is the
genetic material of living organisms and is located in
the chromosomes of the cells.
i

■

The differences between the life cycles and
j

■

•

■

reproduction
i

■

Sexual aiid asexual organisms.

■

Sexual reproduction produces offspring that inherit
^ I

half their genes from each pdrent.
■

An inherited trait can be determined by one or more
genes.

|
I

■

Plant an(l animal cells contain many thousands of
I

'

different genes, and typically have two copies of

every gejie.
I

■

The two Copies (or alleles) of the gene may or may not
j■

■

.

■■

be dominant in determining the phenotype while the
■I

■

^

other is recessive.

DNA is t tie

genetic material of living organisms, and

is located in the chromosomes of each cell.
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IID. Sub

Concept with supporting standards: Genetic

mutation and recombination of genetic material are one
modification.

■

Both genetic variation and environmental factors are
causes of evolution and diversity of organisms.
HE, Sub Concept with supporting standards:

Populatidnal processes of migration, natural
selection, and genetic drift are other processes which
cause diversity of successive generation (evolution).

Both genetic variation and environmental factors are
causes of evolution and diversity of organisms.

■

The reasoning used by Darwin in making his conclusion
that natural selection is the mechanism of evolution.

■

How to Construct

a: simple branching diagram to

classify living g'rdups of organisms by shared derived
characteristics,

and expand the diagram to include

fossil organisms.

Extinctid n of a species occurs when the environment

changes hnd the adaptive characteristics of a species
are insufficient for its survival.
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6^'^ Grade; Conceptually Aligned Standards
I. Concei>tual Story: Energy, is neither created, nor
destroyed.
i

IA.

.

SubiConcepts with supporting standards: Energy

can be carried from one place to another by heat flow.
Waves, or movement.
, ■

i

The utility of energy sources is determined by factors
that arei involved in converting these
I

■

Sources po useful forms and the consequences of the
conversion process.

Different natural energy and material resources,
including air, soil, rocks, minerals, petroleum, fresh

water, wildlife, and forest, and classify them as
renewable or nonrenewable.
i

!

Natural Origin of the materials used to make common
j

objects.

Energy can be carried from one place to another by

heat flow, or by waves including water waves, light
and sound, or by moving objects.
i

IB.

■

■

■

Sub Concepts with supporting standards: Heat,

which is

one form of energy, moves in predictable flow
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from warmer objects to cooler objects until all
objects are at the same temperature.

Heat moves in a predictable flow from warmer objects
to cooler objects until all objects are at the same
temperature'." ■

When fuel is consumed, most of the energy^ released
becomes heat energy^

.v W

V

Heat energy is also transferred between objects by
radiation; radiation can travel through space.
IC.

Sub Concepts with supporting standards: Energy is

required for any natural forces to iriitiate change in
the Earth and its structures.

Heat flojws in solids by cohduction {which involves no
matter) and in fluids by conduction and also

flow of

by conve ction (which involves flow of matter).
ID.

Sub

Concepts with supporting standards: Many

phenomen a on the Earth's surface, are effected by the
transfer

of energy through radiation and convection

currents

The sun is the major source of energy for phenomena on
the Earth's surface, powering winds, ocean currents,
.

j

.

^

.

.

.

and the water cycle.
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■

Solar energy reaches Earth through radiation, mostly

in the form of visible light.
■

Heat froti Earth's interior reaches the surface

primarily though convection.

■

Convection currents distribute heat in the atmosphere
i

and oceans.

,

" Differences in pressure, heat, air movement, and
■

i

humidity I result in changes of weather.
II.

Conceptual Story: Forces within the Earth itself

causes stress, which in turn alters the Earth's
i

I

surface. ;

IIA.

Sub Concepts with supporting standards: Any

stress ot change in a plate or boundaries affect all
other plates and boundaries in the Earth.

■

The fit bf the continents, location of earthquakes,
volcanoes, and mid-ocean ridges, and the distribution
of fossils, rock types, and ancient climatic zones
provide evidence for plate tectonics.
i

■

'

'

■. .

The solid Earth is layered with cold, brittle

lithosphbre; hot convecting mantle; and dense metallic
core.

!
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Lithospheric plates that are the size of continents

and oceans move at rates of centimeters per year in
■

i

.

response to movement in the mantle.
i

IIB,

Sub Concepts with supporting standards; As a

result of these changes, major geological events occur
like earthquakes, mountain movement, and volcanic
eruptions.

Earthquakes are sudden motions along breaks in^ the
I
.
crust called faults, and volcanoes/fissures are

locations where magma reaches the surface.

Major geological events, such as earthquakes, volcanic

eruptions, and mountain building result from plate

motions.|
How to determine the epicenter of an earthquake and
i

that the, effects of an earthquake vary with its size,

distance| from the epicenter, local geology, and the
type of construction involved,

lie.

Sub Concepts with supporting standards:

California has unique topography as a result of plate
tectonic movement.
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How to explain major features of Califorriia geology in
terms of plate tectonics (including mountains, faults,
volcanoes).

III.

Conceptual Story; Living and non-living things

are equai partners in keeping an ecosystem in balance.
IIIA. Sub Concepts with supporting standards: As the
topography of the Earth's surface changes, an

adjustment in the ecosystem is required.

■

Topography is reshaped by weathering of rock and soil
and by the transportation and deposition of.sediment.

■

Water running downhill is the dominant process in
shaping "the landscape, including California's
i

.

■

'

■

■

landscap^.
■

Rivers and streams are dynamic systems that erode and
transport sediment, change course, and flood their

banks ini natural and recurring patterns.
■

Beaches are dynamic systems in which sand is supplied
by river s and move along the coast by wave action,

■

Earthqua kes, volcanic eruptions, landslides, and
floods ctiange

human and wildlife habitats.
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IIIB. Sub-Concepts

with supporting standards: In an

ecosystem, no matter the size, the same energy

path is followed.

transfer

Organisms in eGosystems exchange energy and nutrients
among themselves and with the enviroiiment.

ntering ecosystems as sunlight is transferped
by producers into chemical energy thrpugh
photosynthesis, and then from organism to organism in
food'/webs.i.--,
Overtime

matter is transferred from one organism to

others in

food web, and between organisms and the

physical

environment.

Ilie. Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
Communities are specific to the areas and the
resources available:

■

■

Populations of organisms can i)e categorized by the
functions

they serve In an ecosystem,

Differen

kinds of organisms may play similar

ecologica1
■

roles in similar biomes.

The number and types of organisms and ecosystem can

support depends on the resources available and the
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abiotic factor, such as quantity of light anb water,

range of temperatures, and soil composition.

Implementation Strategies
After the concepts, sub-concepts and standards
match were completed, we were ready to present the

document totPalm Springs Unified District Middle
School Teachers.

As we sat to plan the inservice, we

realized the document we had was not in a readable,

teacher-friendly: form.
use.

We developed a matrix form to

The form has three columns.

The left-hand

column is the concepts and sub-concepts.

The center

column is the aligned standards, which match the
concepts.

The right-hand column we placed the

Prentice Hall Books, already adopted, which match the
columns.

f

^

'

We invited all middle school science teachers to

a session in March.

and excited.

The teachers were enthusiastic

They wanted to take tho document with

them and work on finding other activities and lessons
which would teach the concepts.

further meeting by grade level.
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They requested a

u

Ourj team wrote an Eisenhower Grant request for

the fund^ to pay the teachers to attend. Each middle
school cpuld send two teachers, to each grade level

meeting. I The grant was approved.
June 20, 21 and 22"*^ we conducted these grade

level meetings. The 8^*^ grade science teachers

suggesteji creating a fourth column. They proposed the
fourth cdlumn be placed on the right side and contain

j

.

supplemehtal instructional ideas.

The teachers

are

collectijig activities and lessons which would meet the
concepts! standards and match the books, throughout

the summer. They will fax the fourth column to the
team during the school year and we will.create this
i ■

unique dbcument.

David Zemek, a single subject

science teacher from James Workman Middle School,
suggested that we have a Saturday seminar in
■

September.

■

■

Only half of the invited teachers came in

June and the left-over Eisenhower Money could fund

this seminar.

He suggested that the instructors be

the current

grade teachers. The physical science

which is I now in the 8^^ grade curriculum, was,in the 7^^
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grade for years.

The seminar is scheduled for the

second school year : Satiirday.
The

grade teachers also created a reference

list of single siibject credentialed teachers.

This

guide could assist the non-science,.ctedentialed

teacher. That is primarily the case in the 6^"^ grade,
where teachers are usually liberal arts educetedi
One meinbesr of our team took minutes at th®

meeting.

One of the conditions the district place on

us was, that all teachers meet and approve the

curriculum.
minutes
The
facilita

Teachers then moved, voted and signed the

o indicate their approval.

7^- grade meeting was a bit easier to

e.

The 7^"^ grade proposed-curriculum is

primarily life science and most middle school teachers
are very familiar with life science issues.

We

reviewed the documents, wrote up minutes and signed
approval

August 25^^', there is to be a K -12 Science

Content bay for 6^*^ grade teachers. Another Eisenhower
Grant funded event, this was designed to meet the

needs of the 6^^^ grade teachers not knowing geology and
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earth scienGev

No^

it not been taught at the

middle schools Ihvel in our district, it is not usually
the basic science required in a liberal arts

education.

The 6^*^ grade participants in June, came to

the meeting knowing this content day was ahead.
so, they barely looked through the content.
simply don't understand the science.

Even

They

Our team

scrambled and found some labs and activities and

background material in our classrobms>
and gave them to the teachers.

their discomfort.

We copied them

This seemed to ease

They reviewed the outline of the

curriculum ddciuaent and signed approval:.

They

expressed .relief that the curriculum was so clearly i
outlined.
Our

Kline,

team had a preliminary meeting with Dr. Diane

we

shared all that had been done so far.

is going to take the curriculums and review them.

She
She

wiil then submit to the Board of Education for their
approval. She reminded the team, that this is a
transitional document because of the new textbook
selectior

this coming school year.

the issue

of hearth in the middle school science
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She also brought

classroom and will be bringing our writing team in to
help compose those sections of the curriculum.

She

also is planning on using us as facilitators for the
■ I

■■

■

■■

■

' '

■

high school and elementary school science adoptions.

The I upcoming school year, the three middle school
grade will be begin content, training.

Our writing

team helped establish the speakers, funding and
■.

I

locations.

■

The task of running the meetings will then
■

I
.

■

■

!

become the Palm Springs Unified School District's
I
■

Science Coordinator.

The 8^^ grade is having a

physical science content workshop in September.

7^*^

grade teichers (who used to teach physical science)

are inseijrvicing the teachers along with three high
school physics teachers.

The

grade will have a

life science inservice in October.

The weekend after

attending the California Science Teachers Association

Science Convention, the 7^^ grade teachers will meet
■

i

•

'

■ ■

.

■

with a biotechnology engineer. Also invited are the
high school biology teachers in order to keep the
■

j

■

.

■

,

articulation between grade levels, begun with our

■ ■

I

■,■

■

project, 1 occuring.

■ . ■

i

'

■

,

.

i

I
i

,

'\

i
■
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I
I

i

■

•

■

.

'

The i 6^^ grade teachers are attending a full day
workshop ion August 25.

This is a geology workshop.

A

1

high school teacher, two geologist and a geophysicist,

■ .

i , .

■

. ^

will be Inservicing the teachers on earth science

content. ; Because of the requirements of the new
]

standards, they will be focusing on regional,
I

.

.

'

' '

Coachellh Valley geography and techtonics.
iI
.
■
,
,

Also

working with the presenters will be a trained staff
i

.

■

■

I

developer.

This trainer is to bring the higher level

content to the sixth grade classroom.
The I district has also enrolled two teachers from

each middle school in the K - 12 Alliance organization
which is;called HUB. ;

This offers the teachers a

chance to attend nine Saturdays of education through
■ ■ I

■ •

■

■

'

.

out the year. Each middle school in the district is

sending d teacher to the two week summer training in
physical I science.

Katdy Been, one of our project authors, was hired
by the San Diego County Office of Education this July

to teach science standards and implementation at their
county office.

The four day event included some

content, I but primarily used the implementation and
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planning'methodologies outlined in our project.

The

participants all gave positive evaluations about the

method of understanding the new standards.
. r
I

Alljof these events came about because of the
organization and implementation suggestions of our
project.

As we have been undergoing revisions and

sharing with schools and districts what we have done,
many teachers have invited all our team members to

come to iheir districts and work with their teachers.
Every district in California is having to adjust their
curriculum to meet the new standards and most are

inexperienced and unsure of how to do it.

Our project

offers ajtechnique to them all.
This curriculum project has been exciting.

It is

a real, living curriculum in our district and grew
I

beyond aitemplate for the future.

This curriculum

project also created a document, which assists the
i

■

'

skeptics^of the California State Science Standards in
i

.

■

seeing the validity of the state doc\iment.

It also

serves as a template for future curriculum alignment,

augmentation and accessibility to all schools.
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Finally, the last "A", in the four "A" model is

assessment.

At the suggestion of the 8th grade

I

teachers, the benchmark assessment composition will be
i

started after textbook selection.

They felt that this

would assure alignment with the new text, as well as

the curriculum, and would save the district money for
authoring new benchmark assessments.
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8"* Grade

Conceptual Units

7"* Grade
Conceptual Units

6"* Grade
Conceptual Units

The non-living

Energy is neither

The universe is
dynamic.

resources of the

created nor

Everything in the

Earth have changed

universe is moving

destroyed.

over time and

and is

evidence from
rocks allows

interconnected.

observation of

The motion of an

object is always
judged With
respect to some

other object or
point.

those changes.
Living things have

Forces within the

structures, which
perform specific

Earth cause

tasks to help the
organisms live,

turn alters the

stress, which in
Earth's surface.

grow, and interact
with the
environment.

Matter is made of

smaller parts,

Living organisms
are descended,

Living and non
living resources

which are

with

are partners in

perpetually in

modifications,

keeping an

motion.



from other—

ecosystem"'ih

organisms.

balance.

Conceptual Stories for Middle School Science

r-

6

Grade Instructional Materials (Transition until the purchase of new books in the
spring of 2000)

Prentice Hall Science Integrated Learning Systems. (Textbooks, transparencies, test
generator, Spanish texts, videodisks, and VHS videos). This series was approved by the
PSUSD Board of Education June of 1993 for use in Middle School Science Classrooms.
Component I - Exploring Planet Earth
J - Dynamic Earth

K - Exploring Earth's Weather

L - Ecology: Earth's Natural Resources

Other components of the series can be used as needed to complete integration of
Interdisciplinary Topics.

Additional materials including, but not limited to:

Project Wild and Project Learning Tree Materials, K - 12 Science Alliance Materials, RIMS
Actiyities, GEMS uni_tSj NatureScope Units, and technology units.
Assessment Methods:

Performance Based Tests Of Each Grade Level Concept - To be District Standard
SAT 9 Exam

r

6

Grade Conceptual/Standards Based Science Unit

Energy is neither created nor destroyed.
Sub-Concept: Energy can be carried from one place to another by heat flow,
waves, or movement.

Sub-Concept:

Heat, which is one form of energy, moves in predictable flow
From warmer objects to cooler objects until all objects are

Sub-Concept;

Energy is required for any natural forces to initiate change in the

at the same temperature.
Earth and its structures.

Forces within the Earth itself causes stress, which in turn alters the Earth's surface.

Sub-Concept:

Any stress or change in a plate or boundaries affect all other plates

Sub-Concept:

As a result of these changes, major geological events occur, like
Earthquakes, mountain movement and volcanic eruptions.
California has unique topography as a result of plate tectonic

and boundaries in the Earth.

Sub-Concept:

Movement.

Living and non-living resources are partners in keeping an ecosystem in balance.
Sub-Concept: As the topography of the Earth's surface changes, an adjustment
in the ecosystem is required.

Sub-Concept:

In an ecosystem, no matter the size, the same energy transfer path
is followed.

Sub-Concept:

Communities are specific to the areas and the resources available.

Investigative Standards will be used as instructional strategies and objectives while
teaching the cdsove concepts.

CO

v-~

6^ (Srade Conceptually Aligned Standards
I

Conceptual Story:

I.

Energy is neither created nor
destroyed.
lA.

Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
Energy can be carried from one place to
I another by heat flow, waves, or
movement.

■

The

utility of energy sources is

dptermined by factors that are involved in
cdnverting these
■

Sources to useful forms and the

cbnsequences of the conversion process.
Different natural energy and material
resources, including air, soil, rocks,
minerals, petroleum, fresh water,

■

wfldlife, and forest, and classify them as
renewable or nonrenewable.

■

Natural origin of the materials used to
make common objects.

■ Energy can be carried from one place to
another by heat flow, or by waves

including water waves, light and sound, or
by moving objects.

IB.

Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
: Heat, which is one form of energy,

I moves in predictable flow from warmer
■ objects to cooler objects until all

objects are at the same temperature.

■ Hpat moves in a predictable flow from

warmer objects to cooler objects until all

oljjects are at the same temperature.

■ Wpen fuel is consumed, most of the energy
■

released becomes heat energy.
Hdat energy is also transferred between

objects by radiation; radiation can travel
through space.

IC.

Svib Concepts with supporting standards:
Energy is required for any natural
I forces to initiate change in the Earth
and its structures.

■ Heiat flows in solids by conduction (which
involves no flow of matter) and in fluids
j
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by conduction and alsp by convection
(Which involves flow of matter).

I ■

■

'

ID. I Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
Many phenomena on the Earth's surface

are effected by the transfer of energy
through radiation and convection

I currents.
■

The sun is the major source of energy for

phenomena on the Earth's surface, powering
winds, ocean currents, and the water
cycle.
• Splar energy reaches Earth through
radiation, mostly in the form of visible
light.

■

Heiat from Earth's interior reaches the

si^rfacv primarily though convectipn.:
■

Convecti on currents, distribute heat in the

atjmosphi re and oceans.

■ Dijfferences in pressure, heat, airmovement, and humidity result in changes
ofi weather ,■

II. I Conceptual Story:
I Forces within the Earth itself causes
I stress, which in turn alters the
Earth's surface.

IIA. S\ab Concepts with supporting standards:
Any stress or change in a plate or
boundaries affect all other plates and
boundaries in the Earth.

■

The fit of the continents, loca:tion of
earthquakes, volcanoes, and mid-ocean

ridges, and the distribution of fossils,
rock types, and ancient climatic zones

prbvide evidence for plate tectonics.

■ Th^ solid Earth is layered with cold,
brittle lithosphere; hot convecting
mantle; and dense metallic core.

■

Liithospheric plates that are the size of
continents and oceans move at rates of

centimeters per year in response to
movement in the mantle.
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Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
As a result of these changes, major

IIB.

geological events occur like

earthquakes, mountain movement, and
volcanic eruptions.
Eatthquakes; are

breaks

sudden motidhs along
ih the dtust calied:-faults, and

volpanoes/fissures are locations where
gma reaches the surface,

ma

Major
ea

geological events, such as

rthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and

. mountain building result from plate
. motion's.-

■

.

How to determine the epicenter of an
earthquake and that the effects of an

earthquake vary with its size, distance

from the epicenter, local geology, and; the
type of construction involved.

lie. Sub Concepts with supporting standards:

California has unique topography as a
result of plate tectonic movement

■

How to explain major features of

California geology in terms of plate

teictonics (including mountains, fauits,
volcanoes).

III. Conceptual Story:

Living and non-living things are equal
partners in keeping an ecosystem in
balance.

IIIA.Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
As the topography of the Earth's

surface changes, an adjustment in the
ecosystem is required.

Topography is reshaped by weathering of
rock and soil and by the transportation
and deposition of sediment.
Water running downhill is the dominant

process in shaping the landscape,
including California's landscape.

Rivers and streams are dynamic systems
that erode and transport sediment, change
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course, and flood their banks in natural
and recurring patterns.

■

Beaches are dynamic systems in which sand

ijs supplied by rivers and move along the
cbast by wave action.

■

E'^rthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
landslides, and floods change human and
wlildlife habitats.

IIIB.Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
1 In an ecosystem, no matter the size,
; the same energy transfer path is
followed.

■ Organisms in ecosystems exchange energy
and nutrients among themselves and with
the environment.

■ Energy entering ecosystems as sunlight is

transferred by producers into chemical
■

ehergy through photosynthesis, and then
from organism to organism in food webs.
Overtime, matter is transferred from one
organism to others in food web, and

between organisms and the physical
ehvironment.

inc.Sub Concepts with supporting standards:
Communities are specific to the areas
■

i and the resources available:
Populations of organisms can be

categorized by the functions they serve in
an ecosystem.

■ Different kinds of organisms may play
similar ecological roles in similar
biomes.

■ The number and types of organisms and
ecosystem can support depends on the
resources available and the abiotic

factor, such as quantity of light and

w^ter, range of temperatures, and soil
composition.
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6"^ Grade

I. Conceptual Story

State^istrict Standards

Energy is neither created nor

Heat moves in a predictable flow
from warmer objects to cooler
objects until all objects are at the

destroyed.

Instructional
Coordination

same temperature. As a basis for

A. Sub-Concept
Energy can be carried from one place
to another by heatflow,waves,or
movement.

understanding this concept,students
know:

a. Energy can be carried from one

place to another by heatflow,or
by waves,including water waves,

liglU and sound,or by moving

Prentice Hall(1990)

Motion.Forcesand Encrgv. Chapter s
CSIN Energy Unit

objects.(lA)

b. The utility ofeners'sources is
determined by factors that are
involvedin converting these

consequences ofthe conversion

Prentice Hall(1990)
Heat Energy. Chapter 1

process.(lA)

GEMS "Convection"

sources to useful forms and the

c. Difrerent natural energy and
material resources,including air,
soil, rocks, minerals,petroleum,
fresh water, wildlife, and forest,
and classify them as renewable or
nomenewable.(lA)

d. Natural origin ofthe materials
used to make common objects.
(lA)

Prentice Hall(1990)

Dynamic Earth. Chapter I

00
00

I. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

Energy is neither created nor
destroyed.

Sources ofEnergy and materials
differ in amounts,distribution,
usefulness,and the time required for

Instructional
Coordination

theirformation. As a basisfor

understanding this concept,students

B. Sub-Concept
Heat,which is oneform ofener^,

know:
a.

moves in predictable flow from

warmer objects to cooler objects until
all objects are atthe same temperature.

When fuel is consumed,most of
the energy released becomes heat
energy.(IB)

b.

Heat energy is also transferred
between objects by radiation;

Prentice Hall(1990)

Motion. Forces and Enerev. Chapter5
CSIN Energy Unit

radiation can travel tlu'ough space.
C. Sub-Concept
Energy is required for any natural
forces to initiate change in theEarth
and its structures.

c.

Heat flowsin solids by conduction
(which involves no flow of :

matter)andin fluids by

conduction and also by convection
(which involves flow ofmatter).
(IC)
!

Prentice Hall(1990)
Heat Enerev. Chapter 1
GEMS"Convection"
CO

Prentice Hall(1990)

Dvnamic Earth. Chapter 1

I. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

Instructional

Energy is neither created nor
destroyed.

Many phenomena on the Earth's
surface are effected by the transfer
ofenergy through radiation and

Coordination

convection currents.

D. Sub-Concept
Energy is required for any natural
forces to initiate change in the Earth.

a.

The sun is the major source of
energy for phenomena on the
Earth's surface, powering winds,
ocean currents, and the water

b.

cycle.(ID)
Solar energy reaches Earth

through radiation, mostly in the
form ofvisible light.(ID)
LO

c.

Heat from Earth's interior

reaches the surface primarily
through convection.(ID)
d.

Convection currents distribute

heat in the atmosphere and
oceans.(ID)
e.

Dillerenccs in pressure, heat, air
movement,and humidity result
in changes of weather.(ID)

CO

II. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

Forces within the Earth itself causes

1. Plate Tectonics explains

stress, which in turn alters the

important features ofthe Earth's
surface and major geological events.
As a basisfor understanding this

Earth's surface.

A. Sub- Concept
Any stress or change in a plate or
boundaries affect all other plates and

concept,students know:
a.

C. Sub- Concept
California has unique topography as a
result ofplate tectonic movement.

Prentice Hall(1990)
Dynamic Earth. Chapter 1

earthquakes, volcanoes,and midocean
ridges,and the distribution ofIbssils,
rock types,and ancient climatic zones
provide evidence for plate tectonics.

boundaries in the earth.

B. Sub-Concept
As a result ofthese changes, major
geological events occur like
earthquakes, mountain movement^ and
volcanic eruptions.

The fit ofthe continents,location of

Instructional Coordination

(IIA)

b.

c.

The solid Earth is layered vvitli cold,
brittle lithosphere; hot convecting
mantle;and dense metallic core.(IIA)
Lithospheric plates that are the size of

d.

centimeters per year in response to
movement in the mantle.(IIA)
Earthquakes are sudden motions along

Prentice Hall(1990)
Dynamic Earth. Chapter 2

continents and oceans move at rales of

breaks in the crust called faults,and
volcanoes/fissures are locations where
e.

magma reaches the surface.(1113)
Major geological events,such as
earthquakes, volcanic eniptions,and
mountain building result from plate
motions.(IIB)
How to explain major features of
California geology in terms ofplate
tectonics(including mountains,faults,
volcanoes).(IIB)

g. Ilow to determine the epicenter ofan
earthquake and that the effects ofan
earthquake vary with its size, distance

from the epicenter,local geology,
and the type ofconstruction
involved.(IIC)

Prentice Hall(1990)
Dynamic Earth, pages 31-33

00

III. Conceptual Story

State/ District Standards

Instructional Coordination

Living and non-living things are
equal partners in keeping an

2. Topography is reshaped by
weathering of rock and soil and by
the transportation and deposition of

Prentice Hall(1990)

ecosystem in balance.

Exploring the Universe. Chapter 1,2

sediment. As a basis for

A. Sub-Concept
As the topography ofthe Earth's

know:

surface changes,an adjustment in the

a.

ecosystem is required

understanding this concept,students
Water running downhill is the
dominant process in shaping the
landscape,including California's
landscape.(IIIA)
b. Rivers and streams are dynamic
systems that erode and transport
sediment,change course,and
flood their banks in natural and

recurring patterns.(IIIA)
c. Beaches are dynamic systems in
which sand is supplied by rivers
and move along the coast by wave
action.(IIIA)

d. Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
landslides,and floods change
human and wildlife habitats.

(IIIA)

00

III. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

Non-living resources ofthe Earth
and living Organisms arc

8. Organisms in ecosystems

interconnected.

among themselves ad with the
environment. As a basis for

exchange energy and nutrients

Instructional
Coordination

understanding this concept,students

B. Sub-Concept
In an ecosystem, no matter the size,
the same energy transfer path is

know:

C. Sub-Concept
Communities are specific to the areas

a. Energy entering ecosystems as
sunlight is transferred by
producers into chemical energy
through photosynthesis,and then
from organism to organism in
food webs.(IIIB)

and the resources available.

b.

followed.

Prcnlicc Hall(1990)

Ecology. Chapter 1 and Chapter2

Overtime, matter is transferred

from one organism to others in

food web,and between organisms
and the physical environment.
(IIIB)

c. Populations oforganisms can be

categorized by the functions they
serve in an ecosystem.(IIIC)

d.

Different kinds oforganisms may

play similar ecological roles in
similar biomes.(IIIC)
5. The number and types of
organisms an ecosystem can
support depends on the resources

available and the abiotic factors,
such as quantity ofliglrt and
water,range oftemperatures,and
soil composition.(IIIC)

CO
CO

The California State Science Standards Investigation and Experimentation Strand for
6 Grade Standards Curriculum

comemm meotherthree strands,studentsshould develop Ihcirown questions and perform investigations. Student will:
a. Develop a hypothesis.

c. Constructappropriate graphsfrom dataand develop qualitative statementsaboutthe relationshipsbetween variables.

Communicate thestepsand resultsfrom an investigation in Heat(ThermalEnergy)(Physical Science)
Teacherscan use these methodologiesanywhere in their unit. A few suggestions have been marked.
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7

Grade Conceptual/Standards Based Science Unit
'videnoe from toolts

allows observations of those changes.

Sub-Concept: Geological Time is a long time.

Sub-Concept: Fossils and rocks evidence geological history
which perform specific tasks to help the organisms live

grow and interact with the environment.

iubIco"cep^- Mrbut^Jhe'sSirf
organ systLs

wi^gamsms live,

have speclaliEed component ntrnctures.

organisms have specialized cells, tissues, organs and

Living organisms are descended, with modifications, from other organisms

Sub-Concept,-is^tbe^genetic --rial^^ot^living organisms and L iocaied in the
Generation!

Processes which cause diversity of successive
^-t-tional strategies and obiectivea while

7*^ Grade Instructional Materials (Transition until the purchase of new books in the
spring of 2000)

PrentiGe Hall Science Integrated Learning Systems. (Textbooks, trahsparencies/ test
generator, Spanish texts, videodisks, and VHS videos). This series was approved by the
PSUSD Board of Education June of 1993 for use in Middle School Science Classrooms.

Component B - Parade of Life: Monerans, Protists, Fungi and Plants
:

^ - Parade of-Life: Animals

'

. Cells: Building Blocks of Life
E - Heredity
.
H - Human Biology and Health
Other components of the series can be used as needed to complete integration of
Interdisciplinary Topics.

Additional materials including, but not limited to:
Project Wild and Project Learning Tree Materials, K - 12 Science Alliance Materials, RIMS
Activities, GEMS units, NatureScope Units, and technology units.
Assessment Methods:

Performance Based Tests Of Each Grade Level Concept - To be District Standard
SAT 9 Exam

<y\

Srade Conqeptually Aligned Standards
Conceptual story:

I.

The non-living resources of the Earth

have changed over time and evidence
from rocks allows us to observe those

changes. (Evolution;, is studied through
independent.lines,of evidence.)

:

Sub Concepts with supporting standards:

lA

j Geological Time is a long time.
• Earth processes today are similar to those
that occurred in the past and slow

geologic processes have large cumulative
effects over long periods of time..; :
■ Evidence from geologic layers, and !
radioactive dating indicate: the Earth'is
approximately 4.6 billion years old, and
that life has existed for more than-3
■billion years.""'
IB.

Sub Concepts with supporting standards:

Fossils and Rocks Evidence Geological
History

The history of life on Earth has been

disrupted by major catastrophic events,
such as major volcanic eruptions orithe
iinpact of an asteroid.

The rock cycle includes the formation of

ne|w sediment and rocks. Rocks are often
fojund in layers with the oldest generally
on the bottom.

Fossils provide evidence of how life and

®^^iuonmental conditions have.changed.

How movements of the Earth's continental

and oceanic plates through time, with
aspociated changes in climate and

gepgraphical connections, have affected

thp past and present distribution of

organisms.

independent lines of evidence from

geology, fossils and comparative anatomy

provide a basis for the theory of
evolution.

95

II.

Conceptual Story:
Living;things have structures, which
perform specific tasks to help the
organisms live and grow and meet their
needs as they interact with the
envirohment.
i

,

IIA. Sub Concept with supporting standards:
Living;things are made of cells, which
have specialized component structures.

■ Cells function similarly in all living
things.

■ The characteristics that distinguish plant
cells frqm animal cells including
chloroplatsts and cell walls.

■

The nucleus is the respiratory for genetic
information in plant and animal cells.

■ Mitochondria liberate energy for the work
that cell;S do, and chloroplasts capture
sunlight energy for photosynthesis.
■

Cells divide to increase their numbers
through a process of mitosis, which

results i|n two daughter cells with
identical sets of chromosomes.

■ As multi-cellular organisms develop, their
cells differentiate.

IIB. Sub Concept with supporting standards:
All but the simplest organisms have
specialized cells, tissues, organs, and
organ systems.

■

Plants and animals have levels of

organization for structure and function,
including cells, tissues, organs, organ
systems, and the whole organism.

■ Organ systems function because of the
contributions of individual organs,
tissues, and cells. The failure of any
part can affect the entire system.
■ How bonesI and muscles work together to
provide a: structural framework for
movement.;

■

How the reproductive organs of the human

female and male generate eggs and sperm.

96

and how sexual activity may lead to

fertilization and pregnancy.
The function of the umbilicus

during pregnancy.

The structures and processes by which
flowering plants generate pollen and
ovules, seeds and fruit.

How to relate the structures of the eyes
and ears to their functions.

lie. Sub Concept with supporting standards:

! DNA is the genetic material of living
i organisms and is located in the
chromosomes of the cells.

■ The differences between the life cycles
and reproduction sexual and asexual
prganisms.

■ Sexual reproduction produces offspring
that inherit half their genes from each
parent. ,

■

inherited trait can be determined by
cine or more genes.

■ Hlant and animal cells contain many
thousands of different genes, and

l^ypically have two copies of every gene.
Ijhe two copies {or alleles) of the gene
may or may not be dominant in determining
t;he phenotype while the other is
recessive.

■ DNA is the genetic material of living
Organisms, and is located in the
dhromosomes of each cell.

IIDl Sub Concept with supporting standards:
' Genetic mutation and recombination of
genetic material are one modification.

■

Both genetic variation and environmental
factors are causes of evolution and
diversity of organisms.

97

HE. S;jb Concept with supporting standards;.
Populational processes of migration,
natural selection, and genetic drift
are other processes which cause

diversity of successive generation
(evolution).

■

■

Both genetic variation and environmental
factors are causes of evolution and
diversity of organisms.

The reasoning used by Darwin in making his
conclusion that natural selection is the
mechanism of evolution.

■

How to construct a simple branching
diagram to classify living groups of
organisms by shared derived

characteristics, and expand the diagram to
■

include fossil organisms.
Extinction of a species occurs when the

environment changes and the adaptive
characteristics of a species are
insufficient for its survival.

98

Palm Springs Unified School District

I. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

The nonliving resources ofthe Earth
have changed over time and the

Evidence from rocks allows us to
understand the evolution oflife on

evidence from rocks allows us to

Earth. As a basis for understanding

observe those changes,
A. Sub - Concept
Geological lime is a long lime.

this concept,students know:
a. Earth processes today are similar
to those that occurred in the past
and slow geologic processes have

Instructional
Coordination
Prcnticc Hall(1990)
Evolulion. Change Over Time. Ch. 1

AAAS Benchmarks

large cumulative effects over long
B. Sub-Concept
Fossils in rocks evidence geological

periods oftime.(lA)

be Evidence from geologic layers

history.

Benchmark Assessment Concept One/?"* Grade
should be administered at the end ofthis unit.

and radioactive dating indicate the
Earth is approximately 4.6 billion
years old, and that life has existed

for more than 3 billion years.(lA)
c.

Tlie history oflife on earth has

d.

been disrupted by major
catastrophic events,such as major
volcanic eruptions or the impact
ofan asteriod.(IB)
The rock cycle includes the
formation of new sediment and
rocks. Rocks are often found in

layers with the oldest generally on
e.

the bottom.(IB)
Fossils provide evidence of how
life and environmental conditions

have changed.(IB)
How movements ofthe Earth's

continental and oceanic plates
through time, with associated
changes in climate and
geographical connections, have

aflccted the past and present
distribution oforganisms.(IB)

CTi

CTl

II. Conceptual story

State/District Standards

Living things have structures,which
perform specific tasks to help them
organisms live and grow,and meet
their needs asthey interact with the

Instructional Coordination

1. All living organisms are composed
ofcells. As a basis for understanding

Prentice Hall(1990)

this concept,students know;

Chapters 1 -4.

CELLS.Building Blocks ofLife.

a. Cells function similarly in all

environment.

living things.(IIA)

b. The characteristics that distinguish
A. Sub-Concept
Living things are made ofcells, which
have specialized component structures.

plant cells from animal cells

including chloroplasts and cell
walls.(IIA)

AAAS Hcndimarks,

c. The nucleus is the repository for
genetic information in plant and
animal cells.(IIA)

d. Mitochondria liberate energy for
the work that cells do,and

chloroplasts capture sunlight
energy for photosynthesis.(IIA)
e.

Cells divide to increase their

numbers through a process of
mitosis, which results in two

daughter cells with identical sets

ofchromosomes.(IIA)

f.

As multiccllular organisms
develop, their cells dilferentiate.
(IIA)

o

o

II. Conceptual Story

State/ District Standards

Living things have structures,which

The anatomy and physiology ofplants

perform specific tasks to help them

and animals illustrate the

organisms live and grow,and meet
their needs as they interact with the

function. Asa basis for understanding

environment.

B. Sub-Concept
All but the simplest cells have

Prentice Hall(1990)

complementary nature ofstructure and
this concept,students know:
a. Plants and animals have levels of
organization for structure and

function,including cells,tissues,

specialized cells, tissues, organs,organ
systems which perform life functions.

Instructional Coordination

organs, organ systems, and the

whole organism.(IIB)
b. Organ systems function because
ofthe contributions ofindividual
organs, tissues, and cells. The

failure ofany part can affect the
entire system.(IIB)
c.

How bones and muscles work

together to provide a structural

framework for movement.(IIB)
i. How the reproductive organs of
the human female and male
generate eggs and sperm,and how

sexual activity may lead to

fertilization and pregnancy.(IIB)
:.

Tlie function ofthe umbilicus and

f.

placenta during pregnancy.(IIB)
The structures and processes by
which flowering plants generate
pollen and ovules, seeds and fruit
(IIB)

How to relate the structures ofthe
eyes and ear to their functions.
(IIB)

How independent lines of

evidence from geology,fossils.

AAAS Itendimarks

and comparative anatomy provide
a basis for the theory ofevolution

II. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

Living things have structures,which

Those traits may be modified by

perform specific tasks to help them

environmental influences. As a basis

organisms live and grow,and meet
their needs asthey interact with the

for understanding this concept,

environment.

students know:

a.

The differences between the life

cycles and reproduction se.\ual

C. Sub-Concept

DNA is the genetic material ofliving

Instructional
Coordination
Prentice Hall(1990)
CELLS,Building Blocks
HUMAN.HEALTH & BIOLOGY
HEREDITY

and ase.xual organisms.(IIC)
b. Se.xual reproduction produces

organisms and is located in the
chromosomes ofthe cells.

offspring that inlierit halftheir
genes from each parent.(IIC)
c.

An inherited trait can be

determined by one or more
genes.(IIC)
Plant and animal cells contain
many thousands ofdifferent

genes,and typically have two
copies ofevery gene. The two
copies(or alleles)ofthe gene
may or may not be identical,and
one may be dominant in

determining the phenotype while
the other is recessive.(IIC)
e.

DNA is the genetic material of
living organisms,and is located
in the chromosomes ofeach cell.
(IIC)

00
o

II. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

Living things have structures,which
perform specific tasks to help them
organisms live and grow,and meet
their needs as they interact with the

Biological evolution accounts for the

environment.

diversity ofspecies developed through
gradual processes over many

Instructional
Coordination
Prentice Hall(1990)

generations. As a basis for

understanding this concept,students
know;

D. Sub-Concept

a.

Both genetic variation and

Genetic mutation reeombination of
genetic material are mechanism of

ofevolution and diversity of

diversity.

organisms.(IID)

environmental faetors are eauses

b. Tlie reasoning used by Danvin in
E. Sub-Concept
Populational processes of migration,
natural selection,and genetic drift are

other processes which cause diversity
ofsuecessive generations(evolution).

making his conclusion that natural
selection is the mechanism of

evolution.(HE).

c. How to eonstnict a simple
branching diagram to classify
living groups oforganisms by
shared derived characteristics,and
expand the diagram to include
fossil organisms.(HE)

d. E.xtinction ofa species occurs
when the environment changes
and the adaptive eharacteristics of
a species are insuftlcient for its
survival.(HE)

o

The California State Science Standards Investigation and Experimentation Strand for
7 Grade Standards Curriculum

qucsUonsand conducting careful investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept.a.Kl to address the
tent in the other three strands,studentsshould develop theirown questions and perform Investigations. Student will:
a.

prijS"
c.

widencc""^"'

** SutmcUS''
cell structure).

resources(including World Wide Web)to collect information asevidence aspqrtofq research
connection among hypothesis,scieneeconcepts,tests conducted,andconclusionsdratynfrom the scientific

appropriately labeled diagramstocommunicatescientific knowledge(e.g.,motionofEarth'splatesand

e. Communicate thesteps and resultsfrom an investigation in witten reports and verbal presentations,
Teachers can use these methodologies anywhere in their unit. A few suggestions have been marked.
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8

Grade Conceptual/Standards Based Science Unit

The universe is dynamic Everything in the universe is moving and is interconnected.

suh:c-c:p^'; Si

SrSS:s":„rthSr?L:f Srt^SiSh-e energy in

terms of mass and arrPlpr^Hrhn

nai-uxuxes nave energy in

^tter is made of smaller parts, which are perpetually in motion

Sub-Concept: Matter is made of atoms. The atoms of any element are alike but, are
"^^ffsrent from atoms of other elements.

Sub-Concept: Matter exists in different states.

sub-Concept:

'

.fj^^^together in well-defined molecules or they may be packed
o^
o

^ i"=tructional strategies and obiectivas in

8*^" Grade Instructional Materials (Transition until the purchase of new books in the
spring of 2000)

Prentice Hall Science Integrated Learning Systems. (Textbooks, transparencies, test
gener -or, Spanish texts, videodisks, and VHS videos). This series was approved by the
PSUSD Board of Education June of 1993 for use in Middle School Science Classrooms.
Component M - Exploring the Universe
N - Matter: Building Blocks of the Universe
P - Electricity and Magnetism

S - Motion, Forces and Energy

series can be used as needed to complete integration of
Interdisciplinary Topics.

Additional materials including, but not limited to:

Learning Tree Materials, K - 12 Science Alliance Materials, RIMS
Activities, GEMS units, NatureScope Units, and technology units.
Assessment Methods:

Performance Based Tests Of Each Grade Level Concept - To be District Standard
SAT 9 Exam

8"" Grade Conceptually Aligned Standards
I. Conceptual Story:

The universe is dynamic. Everything in
the universe is moving and is
interconnected by the universal force of
gravity.
Supporting Standards:

'Students should know the role of gravity
in forming and maintaining planets, stars
and the solar system.

■

The structure and composition of the

■

stars and galaxies, and their evolution.
Galaxies are clusters of billions of

universe can be learned from the study of
stars, and may have different shapes.
■

The sun is one of many stars in our own
Milky Way galaxy. Stars may differ in
size, temperature, and color.

■ How to use astronomical units and light
years as measure of distance between the
sun, stars and Earth.

■

Stars are the source of light for all
bright objects in outer space. The moon

and planets shine by reflected sunlight,
not by their own light.

■

The (appearance, general composition)
^slative position and size, and motion of

objects in the solar system, including
planets, planetary satellites, comets, and
asteroids.

II.

Conceptual Story:

The motion of an object is always
judged with respect to some other
object or point. The idea of absolute

motion or rest is misleading.

IIA. Sid3 Concept with supporting standards:
Unbalanced forces cause changes in
velocity

■ A force has both direction and magnitude
■

When an object is subject two or more
forces at once, the effect is the
cumulative effect of all the forces

■ When the forces on an object are balanced,
the motion of the object does not change
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■

How to identify separately two or more

forces acting on a single static object,
including gravity, elastic forces due to
tension or compression in matter, and
friction.

■

When the forces on an object are
unbalanced the object will change its
motion (that is, speed up, slow down, or

■

The greater the mass of an object the more

change direction).

force is needed to achieve the same change
in motion.

IIB. Sub Concept with supporting standards:
The velocity of an object is the rate
■

of change of its position.
Position is defined relative to some

choice of standard reference point and a
set of reference directions.

■

Average speed is the total distance
traveled divided by the total time

elapsed.

The speed of an object along the

path traveled can vary.

■ How to solve problems involving distance,
time and average speed

■ To describe the velocity of an object one
must specify both direction and speed.
■ Changes in velocity can be changes in
speed, directions, or both.

IXC. Sub Concept

All fluids are made up of particles and

that these particles have energy in
terms of mass and acceleration.

■ All objects experience a buoyant force
when immersed in a fluid.

■

Density is mass per unit volume

■

How to calculate the density of substances
(regular and irregular solids, and
liquids) from measurements of mass and

■

The buoyant force on an object in a fluid

volume.

is an upward force equal to the weight of
the fluid it has displaced.
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■

How to predict whether an object will
float or sink.

III. Conceptual Story

All matter is made of smaller parts,
which are perpetually in motion, and
that a wide variety of phenomena can be
explained by alternative arrangements

of vast nvimbers of these invisibly
tiny, moving parts.

IIIA.Sub Concept with supporting standards:
Matter is made of atoms. The atoms of
any element are alike but are different
from atoms of other elements.

■ Elements have distinct properties and
atomic structure.

■

All matter is comprised of one or more of

■

The structure of the atom and how it is

over 100 elements.

composed of proton, neutrons and

electrons. Compounds are formed by
combining two or more different elements.
Compounds have properties that are

different from the constituent elements.
IIIB.Sub Concept with supporting standards:
Matter exists in different states,
depending on the motion of its atoms.

" Atoms and molecules form solids by
building up repeating patterns such as the
crystal structure of NaCl or long chain
polymers.

■

The states (solid, liquid, gas) of matter
depend on molecular motion.

■ In solids the atoms are closely locked in

position and can only vibrate, in liquids
the atoms and molecules are more loosely
connected and can collide with and move
past one another, while in gases the atoms
or molecules are free to move

independently, colliding frequently.
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inc.Sub Concept with supporting standards:
Atoms may stick together in well-

defined molecules or may be packed
together in large arrays. Different
arrangements of atoms into groups
compose all substances.

■

Chemical reactions are processes in which
atoms are rearranged into different
combination of molecules.

■

Reactant atoms and molecules interact to
form products with different chemical
properties.

■

The idea of atoms explains the
conservation of matter: in chemical

reactions the number of atoms stays the
■

same no matter how they are arranged, so
their total mass stays the same.
Chemical reactions usually liberate heat
or absorb heat.

■

Principles of chemistry underlie the
functioning of biological systems.

HID.Sub Concept with supporting standards:
The elements (atoms) of matter are
organized into a Periodic Table based
on their periodic functions and
properties.

■

The organization of the periodic table is
based on the properties of the elements
and reflects the structure of atoms.

• How to identify regions corresponding to
■

metals, nonmetals and inert gases.
Elements are defined by the number of
protons in the nucleus, which is called

the atomic number.

Different isotopes of

an element have a different number of
neutrons in the nucleus.

■ Substances can be classified by their
properties, including melting temperature,
density, hardness heat, and electrical
conductivity.

IIIE.Siib Concept with supporting standards:
The principles of chemistry underlie

the functioning of biological systems.
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Principles of chemistry underlie the
functioning of biological systems.
Carbon, because of its ability to combine
in many ways with itself and other
elements, has a central role in the

chemistry of living organisms.
Living-organisms are made of molecules
largely consisting of carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and sulfur.
Living organisms have many different kinds
of, molecules including small ones such as
water and salt, and very large ones such
as carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and DNA.
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I. Conceptual Story

State/ District Standards

The universe is dynamic.

2g. Students should know the role of

Prentice Hall(1990)

Everything in the universe is moving
and is interconnected by the
universal force of gravity.

gravity in forming and maintaining
planets, stars and the solar system
4.The structure and composition ofthe
universe can be learned from the study

Exploring the Universe. Chapter 1,2

ofstars and galaxies,and their
evolution. As a basis for

understanding this concept,students

Instructional Coordination

and 3

GEMS Activities
AIMS Activities
NASA Teacher Materials

K - 12 Alliance Content Materials
CSTA Convention Materials

know:

a.

Galaxies are clusters ofbillions of

stars, and may have different
shapes.

b. The sun is one of many stars in
our own Milky Way galaxy. Stars
may differ in size, temperature,
and color.

c.

How to use astronomical units and

light years as measure ofdistance
between the sun,stars and Earth.

d. Stars are the source oflight for all
bright objects in outer space. The
moon and planets shine by
reflected sunlight, not by their
own light.

e. The(appearance,general
composition)relative position and
size,and motion ofobjects in the
solar system,including planets,
~ ^planetary satellitesrcomets^and
asteroids

Isaac Newton's systenvwas based on the
concepts ofmass,force,and acceleration, his
three laws ofmotion relating them and a

physical law statingthat tlie force ofgravity
between any two objects in the universe depends
on ly upon their masses and the distance
between tliem.

Although overtaken in the 20*^ century by
Hinstein's relativity theory, Newton's ideas
persist and are widely used.
AAAS Benchmarks,pg.243

KD
r-i

S'** Grade
II. Conceptual Story
The motion of an object is always
judged with respect to some other

State/District Standards
Unbalanced forces cause changes in

velocity. As a basis for understanding

object or point. The idea of absolute

this concept,students know;

motion or rest is misleading.

a.

a force has both direction and

magnitude(IIA)

A. Sub-Concept
Unbalanced forces cause changes in

b. when an object is subject to two or
more forces at once, the effect is
the cumulative effect ofall the
forces(IIA)

velocity

c.

Instructional

Coordination
Prentice Hall(1990)

Motion. Forces and Energy Chapter 2
GEMS Activities
AIMS Activities

NASA Teacher Materials
K - 12 Alliance Content Materials
CSTA Convention Materials

when the forces on an abject are

balanced,the motion ofthe object
does not change(IIA)

d. How to identify separately two or
more forces acting on a single
static object, including gravity,
elastic forces due to tension or

compression in matter,and
friction.(IIA)

e. When the forces on an object are
unbalanced the object will change
its motion(that is, speed up,slow
down,or change direction.(IIA)

f. The greater the mass ofan object
the more force is needed to

achieve the same change in
motion.(IIA)

I'or good many sdiool years,force may be
treated as the originator ofmotion,and an

explanation offorce itsell may be postponed. In

helping students broaden tlieir understanding of
tlie fundamental forces ofnature,the emphasis
should be on gravitational and electromagnetic
forces.

AAAS Benehmarks,pg 93

Benchmark Assessment Concept One/S"'Grade
should be administered at the end ofthis luiit.

II. Conceptual Story
The motion of an object is always
judged with respect to some other
object or point and so the idea of
absolute motion or rest is

misleading.

B. Sub-Concept
The velocily ofan objecl is the rate of
change ofits position

State/District Standards

Instructional Coordination

I. The velocity ofan object is the rate
ofchange ofits position. As a basis for
understanding this concept,students

Prenlice Hall(1990)

know:

a.

Position is deHned relative to
some choice ofstandard reference

point and a set ofreference
directions.(IIB)

b. Average speed is the total distance
traveled divided by the total time
elapsed. Tlie speed ofan object
along the path traveled can vary.
(IIB)

c. How to solve problems involving
distance,time and average speed.
(IIB)

d. To describe the velocity ofan
object one must specify both
direction and speed.(IIB)
e. Changes in velocity can be
changes in speed, Erection,or
both.(llB)

Motion. Forces and Energy. Chapter 1
GEMS Activities
AIMS Activities
NASA Teacher Materials

K - 12 Alliance Content Materials
CSTA Convention Materials

Limitations in describing motion may keep
students from learning about the eflect offorces.
Studentstend to tiiink in teirms of motion or no

motion. So,the first task may beto help
students divide the category ofmotion into
steady motion,speeding up and slowing down.
AAAS Bendimarks,pg.87
What is to be done? Students should have lots

ofexperience to shape their intuition about

motion and forceslong before encountering
laws. Especially helpful are expoimentation
and discussion ofwhat happois as surfaces
become more elastic or more free offriction.
AAAS Benchmarks,pg,88

II. Conceptual Story

State/District Standards

The motion of an object is always

8. All objects e.xperience a buoyant

judged with respect to some other
object or point. The idea of absolute

basis for understanding this concept,

motion or rest is misleading.

force when immersed in a fluid. As a
students know:

a.
C. Sub —Concept

All fluids are made up ofparticles and
that these particles have energy in

Density is mass per unit volume.
(IIC)

b. How to calculate the density of
substances (regular and irregular
solids, and liquids) from

terms of mass and acceleration.

measurements of mass and

volume. (IIC)

♦* This sub-concept could be taught as
part of the above unit or the following
conceptual story.

c.

The buoyant force on an object in
a fluid is an upward force equal to

Instructional
Coordination
Prentice Hall (1990)

Motion. Forces and Enerev. Chapter 3
And

Matter. Building Blocks of the

Universe. Chapter I
GEMS Activities
AIMS Activities
NASA Teacher Materials

K - 12 Alliance Content Materials
CSTA Convention Materials
CSIN Activities

the weight of the fluid it has
displaced. (IIC)

d. How to predict whether an object

III. Conceptual Story
All matter is made of smaller parts,
which are perpetually in motion, and
that a wide variety of phenomena can
be e.xplained by alternative
arrangements of vast numbers of these

invisibly tiny, moving parts.

will float or sink. (IIC)

CTi

in. ConceptualStory

State/District Standards

All matter is made ofsmaller parts,
which are perpetually in motion,

3. Elements have distinct properties
and atomic structure. All matter is

and that a wide variety of

comprised ofone or more ofover 100

phenomena can be explained by

elements. As a basis for understanding

alternative arrangements of vast

this concept,students know:

numbers of these invisibly tiny,

a.

The structure ofthe atom and how

it is composed ofprotons,

moving parts.

neutrons and electrons.(lllA)

A. Sub-Concept

b. Compounds are formed by
combining two or more different
elements. Compounds have
properties that are different from
the constituent elements.(IIIC)

Matter is made of atoms. The atoms

of any element are alike but are
different from atoms of other
elements.

c.

Instructional
Coordination
Prentice Hall(1990)
Matter. Building Blocks ofthe

Universe. Chapter 1,2and 4
GEMS Activities
AIMS Activities

NASA Teacher Materials
K- 12 Alliance Content Materials
CSTA Convention Materials
CSIN Activities

Atoms and molecules form solids

lliis uiiit appears deceptively short. The

by building up repeating patterns

standards make a few unrelated standards. To

depending on the motion of its

such as the crystal structure of
NaCl or long chain {xjlymers.

teadi this unit,there are other basics, whidi
need to be addressed. Chapter 1,2and 3 discuss

atoms.

(IlIB)

B. Sub-Concept
Matter exists in different states,

d. The slates(solid,liquid,gas)of
matter depend on molecular
motion.(IIIB)

e. In solids the atoms are closely
locked in position and can only
vibrate,in liquids the atoms and

molecules are more loosely
connected and can collide with

and move past one another, while
in gases the atoms or molecules

are free to move independently,
colliding frequently.(IIIB)

these basics if tlie teacher is not familiar with
chemistry. ITie alignment is based on the
standards choices.

O
C\J

III. Conceptual Story
All matter is made ofsmaller parts,
which are perpetually in motion,
and that a wide variety of
phenomena can be explained by
alternative arrangements of vast
numbers ofthese Invisibly tiny,
moving parts.
Go Sub— Concept
Atoms may stick together in welldefined molecules or may be packed
together in large arrays. Different
arrangements ofatomsinto^oups

State/District Standards
5. Chemical reactions are processes
in which atoms are rearranged into
different combination of
molecules. As a basis for

understanding this concept,
students know:

a.

Reactant atoms and molecules

interact to form products with
different chemical properties.
(IIIQ

b. The idea ofatoms e.xplains the

Matter: Building Blocks ofthe
Universe.

Human.Health and Biology. Chapter 3
Earth's Natural Resources
GEMS Activities

AIMS Activities
NASA Teacher Materials
K - 12 Alliance Content Materials
CSTA Convention Materials
CSIN Activities

conservation of matter: in

chemical reactions the number of

compose all substances.

atoms stays the same no matter

Do Sub-Concept

total mass stays the same.(IllC)

how they are arranged,so their
The elements(atoms)of matter are
organized into a Periodic Table based
on their periodic fiinctions and
properties.

Instructional Coordination
Prentice Hall(1990)

c.

Chemical reactions usually
liberate heat or absorb heat.(HIE)
6. Principles ofchemistry underlie
the functioning ofbiological
systems.(HIE)

a. Carbon,because ofits ability to
combine in many ways with itself
and other elements, has a Central

role in the chemistry ofliving
organism.(IllE) '

b: Lmiigbfg^sm^fel^
molecules largely consisting of
carbon,hydrogen,nitrogen,
oxygen,phosphorus and sulfur.
(HIE)

,

c. Living organisms have many
different kinds of molecules

'ITiis unit appears deceptively short. The
standards make a few unrelated standards. To

teach this unit,there are other basics, which
need to be addressed. Chapter 1,2and 3 discuss
these basics ifthe teacher is not familiar with

chemistry, lire alignment is based on the
standards choices.

C\J

including small ones such as water

and salt,and very large ones such
as carbohydrates,fats, proteins
and DNA.(HIE)

How to identify regions
corresponding to metals,

nonmetals and inert gases.(HID)
e.

Elements are defined by the
number ofprotons in the nucleus,
which is called the atomic

number. Different isotopes ofan
element have a different number

ofneutrons in the nucleus.(HID)

Substances can be classified by
their properties,including melting
temperature, density, hardness

heat,and electrical conductivity.
(HID)
CM
CM

a. plan and conducta sclenJilicinvestigation(o tesla hypoihesis
b. evaluate theaccuracy and reproducibiliiy ofdata.
c. l^'^l'tguish between variable and controlled parametersin a test

a. Recogime the slope ofthe lineargraphas theconstantin thelelaUonship y =kx and
Apply this to mterpretgraphsconstructedfrom data.

b. Constmctap^pi^tegraphsfrom data and developquantitativestatemw^^
The relationships between variables.

.«iicms aooui

d. distinguishbetweenlinearandnon-linearrelationshipsonagraphofdat^^

Teacherscan usethese methodologiesanywhereintheir unit. Afew suggestionshave been marked.
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Kindergarten
ysical Sciences
1.

Properties of materials can be observed, measured and predicted. As a basis for

understandihg this concept, students know:

a.
b.

objecjts can be described in terms ofthe materials they are made of(clay, cloth,
papeh etc.) and their physical properties(color, size,shape, weight, texture,
flexibjiiity, attraction to magnets,floating and sinking,etc.).
water can be a liquid or a solid and can be made to change back and forth from
one form to the other.

c.

water left in an open container evaporates(goes into the air), but water in a
closed container does not.

Life Sciences

2.

Different types of Plants and animals inhabit the Earth. As a basis for understanding
■ this concept,students know:
a.
how to observe and describe similarities and differences in the appearance and

b.
c.

behavior of plants and of animals(e.g.,seed-bearing plants, birds,fish, insects).
stories sometimes give plants and animals attributes they do not really have.
how to identify major structures of common plants and animals/(e.g., stems,

leaves,roots,arms,wings,legs)

Earth Sciences|
3,.

The Earth Is composed of land, air and water. As a basis for understanding this
concept, stijidents know:
a.

characteristics of mountains, rivers, oceans, valleys, deserts, and focal
landforms.

b.
c.

changes in weather occurfrom day to day and over seasons,affecting the Earth
and l|ts inhabitants,
how to identify resources from the Earth that are used in everyday life, and that
many resources can be conserved.

Investigation and Experimentation

4.

Scientific prjogress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful

investigatioris. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content in

the other three strands,students should develop their own questions and perform
investigations. Students will:

a.
b.
c.

obsejrve common objects using the five senses,

describe the properties ofcommon objects.

descHbe the relative position of objects using one reference(e.g., above or
below).

d.

compare and sort common objects based on one physical attribute(including
coloi], shape,texture, size, weight),
communicate observations orally and in drawings.

State Board of Education
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Grade 1
Physical Sciences
1.

Materials come in different forms fstates)including solids, iioulds. and cases. As a
basis for understanding this concept, students know:
=
solids, liquids, and gases have different properties.
the properties of substances can change when the substances are mixed
cooled, or heated.

'

Life Sciences

2.

Plants and animals meet their needs in different wavs. As a basis for understandiria
this concept, students know:

different plants and animals inhabit different kinds ofenvironments and have
external features that help them thrive in different kinds of places,

plants and animals both need water animals need food,and plants need light
animals eat plants or other animals forfood and may also use plants or even
otheranimals for shelter and nesting.

how to infer what animals eatfrom the shapes oftheir teeth (e.g.,sharp teeth-

eats meat;flat teeth: eats plants).

; ^

Hieein.

roots are associated with the intake of water and soil nutrienfts, green leaves with
making food from sunlight.

Earth Scietices
3.
\Ateather can

be obsen/ed, measured and described. As a basis for understandinq this

ooncept, students
a

i

know:

how to use simple tools(e.g., thermometer,wind vane)to measure weather
conditions and record changes from day to day and over the seasons,
the weather changes from day to day. but trends in temperature or of"rain (or

snow)tend to be predictable during a season,
c.

the sun warms the land, air, and water.

Investigatiori and Experimentation \

4.

Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful

iwestigations. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content
the other three strands, students should develop their own questions and perform
investigations. Students will:
a.

b.
C;

d.

draw pictures that portray some features ofthe thing being described.

record observations and data with pictures, numbers,and/or written statements,
record observations on a bar graph.

describe the relative position of objects using two references(e.g., above and
next to, below and left of).

e.

make new observations when discrepancies exist between two descriptions of

the same object or phenomena.
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Grade 2
Physical Sciences
1.

The motion of obiects can be observed and measured: As a basis for understandina
this concept, students know

^

a.

the position ofan object can be described by locating it relative to another obiect

b.

object's motion can be described by recording the change in its position over
■ , .
_
the way to change how something is moving is to give it a push or a pull. The

or

the background.

an

time.
e.
■ c.

e.

c^^nge is related to the strength, or the amount of''force," of the push
tools and machines are used to apply pushes and pulls(forces)to make thinos
move.
®
objects near the Earth fall to the ground unless something holds them up.

f.

m^ghets can be used to make some objects move without being touched

g.

volume^ made by vibrating objects and can be described by its pitch and

d.

'Life Sciences-

Plants and animals have predictable life cvcles. As a basis for understanding this

concept, students know:

.

a.

organisms reproduce offspring of their own kind. The offspring resemble their

b.

the s^uential stages of life cycles are differentfor different animals,for example

parents and each other.

bu^erflies,frogs, and mice.

c.

d.
e.

f.

rnany characteristics of an organism are inherited from the parents. Some
cheractenstics are caused by, or influenced by,the environment.
there is variation among individuals of one kind within a population.
the|germination,growth, and development of plants can be affected by lioht
gravity, touch, or environmental stress.

^

'® '

in plants flowers and fruits are associated with reproduction.

Earth Sciences'

' ^arth
made of materials
thatfor
have
distinct Drooerties
and provide rBsmirrAc
humanISactivities.
As the basis
understanding
this concept,students
know inr
physical properties of different kinds of rocks and that rock is
b.

corpposed of different combinations of minerals.

®mall®r rcicks come from the breakage and weathering oflarger rocks.

c.

d.
■e,

weathered rock and partly from organic materials, and

i.
'"their color, texture, capacity to retain water,and ability to
support the growth of many kinds of plants.
P''o,v'de evidence aboutthe plants and animals that lived long ago, and
scientists learn
about the past history of Earth by studying fossils.
plants and soil provide many resources including food fuel arid
building materials that humans use.
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Investigation a_ nd Experimentation
4.

Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful
fhp^otiw
""'^Sfstanding
this their
concept,
to address
the content
the otherthree
the
other thrl; grands,students
should develop
ownand
questions
and perfoim
investiga
^ tions. Students will:
a.

b.

d.
8.

f,
g.

make predictions based on patterns ofobservation ratherthan random guessino.

mMsure length, weight,temperature,and liquid volume with appropriate tools
an
and
express measurements in standard and non-standard units,
CO mpare and sort common objects based on two or more physical attributes
(in eluding color,shape,texture, size, weight).

wnte or draw descriptions ofa sequence ofsteps,events,and observations
cf^struCT bar graphs to record data using appropriately labeled axes.
^descriptions ofa sequence ofsteps,events and observations, and
include the use of magnifiers or microscopes to extend senses,
follow verbal instructions for a scientific investigation.
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■

Grade 3
Physical Sciences
1.

Energy and matter have muitlDle forms and can be chanced from one form to annthpr

As a basjs for understanding this concept, students know:
a.
eriergy comes from the sun to the Earth in the form of light.

b.
c.
, d.

sojurces of stored energy take many forms,such as food.fuel, and batteries.
machines and living things convert stored energy to motion and heat.
energy can be carried from one place to another by waves,such as water waves
and sound, by electric current, and by moving objects.

e.
f.
g.

matter has three forms:solid, liquid and gas.
evaporation and melting are changes that occur when the objects are heated.
wipen two or more substances are combined a new substance may be formed

h.

al| matter is made of small particles called atoms,too small to see with our eyes.

that can have properties that are different from those ofthe original materials.

i.

people once thought that earth, wind,fire, and water were the basic elements
thpt made up all matter. Science experiments show that there are over 100

different types of atoms which are displayed on the Periodic Table ofthe
Etements.

2.

Light has a Source and travels in a direction. As a basis for understanding this concept,
studentsjknow:
a.

surtlight can be blocked to create shadows.

b.:

light is reflected from mirrors and other surfaces.

c.

th^ color of light striking an object affects how our eyes see it.

d.

we see objects when light traveling from an object enters our eye.

Life Sciences j ■
3.

Adaptations in physical structure or behavior mav improve an organism's chance for

suryiyal.I As a basis for understanding this concept,students know:
a.

plants and animals have structures that serve different functions in growth.

b.

ejjiamples of diverse life forms in different environments,such as oceans,

siirvival. and reproduction.
deserts, tundra,forests, grasslands, and wetlands.

liying things cause changes in the environment where they live; some ofthese

changes are detrimental to the organism or other organisms, whereas others are
beneficial.

d.

when the environment changes,some plants and animals survive and

e.

reproduce, and others die or move to new locations.
sgme kinds of organisms that once lived on Earth have completely disappeared;
some of these resembled others that are alive today.

Earth Sciences

4.

Obiects in the sky move in regular and predictable patterns. As a basis for
understanding this concept, students know:

a.

.

the patterns of stars stay the same,although they appear to move across the sky
nightly, and different stars can be seen in different seasons.

b.
c.

how the moOn's appearance changes during the four-week lunar cycle.
telescopes magnify the appearance ofsome distant objects in the sky, including
the moon and the planets. The number of stars that can be seen through

d.

the Earth is one of several planets that orbit the sun, and the moon orbits the

e.

tfje position of the sun in the sky changes during the course oTthe day and from

telescopes is dramatically greater than can be seen by the unaided eye.

Eerth.

, ■

, , ■

,

season to season.

•
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investigation and Experimentation
5.
Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful
investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content
the other three strands, students should develop their own questions and perform
investigations. Students will;

a.

([epeat obsetvations to improve accuracy, and know thatthe results ofsimilar
scientific investigations seldom turn out exactly the same because of differences
in the things being investigated, methods being used, or uncertainty in the
observation.

b.

differentiate evidence from opinion, and know thatscientists do not rely on
claims or conclusions unless they are backed by observations that can be
-confirmed.

c.

use numerical data in describing and comparing objects, events and
rjneasurements.

d.

predict the outcome of a simple investigation, and compare the result to the

e.

collect data in an investigation and analyze them to develop a logical conclusion.

prediction.
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Grade 4
Physical Science
Eiectricitv and magnetism are related effects that have many useful apDlications iin

evervdav life. As a basis for understanding'this concept, students know:
a.
how to design and build simple series and parallel circuits using components
such as wires, batteries, and bulbs. ^ ^
b.

>

how to build a simple compass and use it to detect magnetic effects, inciuding
Earth's magnetic field.

electric currents produce magnetic fields and how to build a simple
electromagnet.
e.

f.

g.

the role of eiectromagnets in the construction of electric motors, electric
generators, and simple devices such as doorbells and earphones,
electrically charged objects attract or repel each other,
magnets have tvyo poles, labeled north and south, and like poles repel each
other while unlike poles attract each other,
electrical energy can be converted to heat, light and motion.

Life Sciences

2.

All organisms need enerov and matter to live and crow. As a basis for understanding
this concept, students know:

a.

plants are the primary source of matter and energy entering mostfood chains,
producers and consumers(herbivores, carnivores,omnivores, and

mposers)are related in food chains and food webs, and may compete with
other for resources in an ecosystem,

c.

decomposers,including many fungi, insects, and microorganisms, recycle matter
from dead plants and animals.

3.

Llvino oroa nisms depend on one another and on their environment for survival.
basis for uinderstanding this concept, students know:
a.

As a

systems can be characterized in terms of their living and nonliving

eco

com
"ponents.

b.

for a ny

particular environment,some kinds of plants and animals survive well,

som

3 survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

man

/ plants depend on animals for pollination and seed dispersal, while animals

dep^md on plants for food and shelter.
d.

microorganisms do not cause disease and many are beneficial.

mos

Earth Sciences
The properl ies of rocks and minerals reflect the orocesses that formed them: As a
basis for ur derstanding this concept, students know:
a.
how to differentiate among igneous,sedimentary,and metamorphic rocks by
their properties and methods offormation (the rock cycle),
b.

5.

how
mica

to identify common rock-forming minerals(including quartz, calcite,feldspar,
and hornblende)and ore minerals using a table ofdiagnostic properties.

Waves, wind, water, and ice shape and reshape the Earth's land surface. As a basis
for understanding this concept, students know:

a.

0.

some changes in the Earth are due to slow processes, such as erosion, and
some changes are due to rapid processes, such as landslides, volcanic
erup

ions, and earthquakes,

natu

a! processes, including freezing/thawing and growth of roots, cause rocks to

brea <

down into smaller pieces.
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c.

nnoving water erodes landforms, reshaping the land by taking it away from some
places and depositing it as pebbles,sand,silt, and mud in other places
(vs^eathering, transport, and deposition).

investigation and Experimentation

6.

.

Scientificjprogress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful

investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept,and to address the content
the other three strands, students should develop their own questions and perform
investigations. Students will:
a.
diferentiate observation from inference(interpretation), and know that scientists'
explanatioris come partly from whatthey observe and partly from how they
interpret their qtjservations.
b.
rrieasure and estimate weight, length, or volume ofobjects,
c.
formulate predictions and justify predictions based on cause and effect
relationships.

copduct multiple trials to test a prediction and draw conclusions about the
relationships between results and predictions.
nstruct and interpret graphs from measurements.

e.

CO

f:

fol'ow

a set ofwritten instructions for a scientific investigation.
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Grade 5
Physical Sciences
1.

Elements anc their combinations account for all the varied types of matter in the world.
As a basis for* understanding this concept,students know:
a.

during chemical reactions, the atoms in the reactants rearrange to form products
with different properties.

b.
c.

all matter is made of atoms, which may combine to form molecules,

metals have properties in common,such as electrical arid thermal conductivity.
Some metals, such as aluminum (Al), iron (Fe), nickel(Ni), copper(Cu). silver
(Ag), gold (Au), are pure elements while others,such as steej and brass, are
composed of a combination of elemental metals.

d.

eacri element is made of one kind of atom. These elements are organized in the

e.

Periodic Table by their chemjcai properties.
scientists have developed instruments that can create images of atoms and

molecules showing that they are discrete and often occur in well ordered arrays,
differences in chemical and physical properties of substances are used to
g-

separate mixtures and identify compounds.
prdperfes ofsolid, liquid, and gaseous substances,such as sugar(CeHijOc),

water /HzO)helium(He),oxygen (O2). nitrogen(N2). and carbon dioxide(CO2).
h.

living organisms and most materials are composed ofjust a few elements.
Common properties of salts, such as sodiurri chloride(NaCI).

Ufa Sciences

2,

Plants and animals have structures for resDlration. dlQestion. waste disoosal. and

transport of materials. As a basis for understanding this concept, students know:
a.

many multicellular organisms have specialized structures to support the transport
of materials,

b.
c.

how blood circulates through the heart chambers,lungs, and body, and how
carbon dioxide(CO^)and oxygen(Oj)are exchanged in the lungs and tissues,
the sequential steps of digestion, and the roles of teeth and mouth,esophagus,
stomach,smallintestine, large intestine, and colon in the function of the
digestive system.

d.

the role of the kidney in removing cellular wastes frpm blood and converting
them into urine, which is stored:in the blddder. >

e.

how sugar, water, and rhinereis are transported in a vascular plant,

f.

plants bse carbon dioxide(COj)and energy from sunlight to build molecules of

g.

sugar and release oxygen.
plant a nd animal cells break down sugar to obtain energy,forming carbon

dioxide(CO2)and water(respiration).
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Earth Sciences

3.

Water on Earth moves between the oceans and land throuoh the processes of

evaporation and condensation. As a basis for understanding this concept, students

know: ' j' . ;

a,

rrjost of the Earth's water is present as salt water in the oceans,which cover

b.

W|hen liquid water evaporates, it turns into water vapor in the air and can
reappear as a liquid when cooled, or as a solid if cooled below the freezing point

most of the Earth's surface.

o^water.
c.

water moves in the air from one place to another in the form ofclouds or fog,
which are tiny droplets of water or ice, and falls to the Earth as rain, hail,sleet, or
snow.

d.

the amount offresh water, located in rivers, lakes, underground sources, and
gljaciers, is limited, and its availability can be extended through recycling and
decreased use.

e. thje origin ofwater used bytheir local communities.
4.

Enerov from the sun heats the Earth unevenly, causino air movements resulting In

chanaind weather pattems. As a basis for understanding this concept,students know:
a.
uneven heating of the Earth causes air movements(convection currents).
b.
thje influence of the ocean on weather, and the role ofthe water cycle in weather.
c.

causes and effects of different types ofsevere weather.

d.

how to use weather maps and weather forecasts to predict local weather,and
that prediction depends on many changing variables.
the Earth's atmosphere exerts a pressure that decreases with distance above

e.

the Earth's surface, and is the same in all directions.

5.

The solar svstem consists of planets and other bodies that orbit the sun in predictable

paths. As a basis for understanding this concept,students know:
the sun, an average star, is the central and largest body in the solar system and
is composed primarily of hydrogen and helium.
b.

th e

solar system includes the Earth, moon,sun,eight other planets and their

satellites, and smaller objects such as asteroids and comets,
c.

the path of a planet around the sun is due to the gravitational attraction between
the sun and the planet.

Investigation and Experimentation

6.

Sciehtific; progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful

investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content
the other three strands, students should develop their own questions and perfonm

investigajtions. Students will:.
a.
classify objects (e.g.. rocks, plant, leaves) based on appropriate criteria,
b.
c.

d.
e. -■

develop a testable question.

plan and conduct a simple investigation based on a student-developed question,
apd write instructions others can follow to carry out the procedure,
identify the dependent and controlled variables in an investigation,

identify a single independent variable in a scientific investigation and explain
wipat will be learned by collecting data on this variable,

select appropriate tools (e.g., thermometers, meter sticks, balances, and
g.
h.

graduated cylinders) and make quantitative observations,
record data using appropriate graphic representation (including charts- graphs,^
and labeled diagrams), and rnake inferences based on those data.
based on scientific evidence,and indicate whether further

ihTorrhation is needed to support a specific conclusion.
Slate Board of Education
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write a report of an investigation that includes tests tonducted. data collected or
evidence examined, and conclusions drawn.
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Grade 6

Focus on Earth Science
Plate Tectonics AND Earth's Structure .

•

Plate tectonics explains important^atures ofths Farth's surfaes ahrl rnaioraeologir
a.
me|fit of the continents, location of earthquakes, volcanoes, and midocean
distribution offossils, rook types, and.ancientciimaticzones
^ —

~

-^

I

M tc u,cai n t a oui lauc qf tU

provide evidence for plate tectdnidsv

■;

b.

tha solid Earth is layered with cold, brittle lithosphere; hot, convectinq mantle*

c.

lithospheric plates that are the size of continents and oceans move at rates of

d.

movements in the mantle,
ear^hquak^ arey®®*^
suddenrssponse
motions to
along
breaks in the crust called faults and

and dense, metallic core.

e.

f.

vol^noes^ssures are locations where magma reaches the surface

buKI
'^®^®'^i"® the epicenter of an earthquake and that the effects of an

wlTSf SnsS«"Sn'?oS^d.

""

Shaping the Eaf th's Surface

2.

yjs reshaped bv weathering of rock and soil and bvthe

ToDooraoh

deoosition

of sediment. As the basis for underslanding this conceptTtudems'kncw*'^

a.

2r runnino downhill is tho Hr>mln!an+

b.
c.

d.

Suding"S^^^^^

'®"d®®®P®.

PyneiTiic systems that erode and transport sediment
cha nge course, and flood their banks in natural and recurring patterns.
rive

bea
alor g

eart

wild

dynamic systems in which sand is supplied by rivers and moved

the coast by wrave action.

?fe"habitats°''^^"'^ eruptions, landslides, and floods change human and

Heat (Thermal Energy) (Physical Science)
•

Heat moves in a predictable flow from warmer obiects to cooly objects until all obiects

are at the

same temperature. As a basis for understanding this concept, students

know:

b.
c.

d.

carried from one place to another by heat flow, or by waves
IDhJnft ® water waves, light and sound, or by moving objects.

he^ flowl'fnfoM'iT •

bv cdnrinrt on anH^

haifi r

■

?

®'?®''9y re'eased becomes heat energy,

conduction (which involves no flow of matter) and in fluids
convection (which involves flow of matter).

throLgh s^pace^ transferred between objects by radiation; radiation can travel
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Energy in the Earth System
Many oh snomena on the

4.

radiation
know:

Earth's surface are affected bv the transfer of energy through

and convedtion currents. As a basis for understanding this concept students

the sun is the major source of energy for phenomena on the Earth's surface,

3.

powering winds, ocean currents", and the water cycle.
c.

solar energy reaches Earth through radiation, mostly in the form of visible light,
heat from Earth's interior reaches the surface primarily through convection,

d.

convection currents distribute heat in the atmosphere and oceans,

e.

differences in pressure, heat, air movement, and humidity result in changes of

b.

weather.' ■

Ecology(LIFE SCIENCE)
5.

Organisms in ecosystems exchanoe energy and nutrients among themselves and with

the envirbnment. As a basis for understanding this concept, students know:

a.

er^ergy entering ecosystems as sunlight is transferred by producers into chemical
energy through photosynthesis, and then from organism to organism in food
■

webs.' 

b.

o>jer time, matter is transferred from one organism to others in the food web.and

c.

between organisms and the physical environment.
populations of organisms can be categorized by the functions they serve in an

d.

different kinds of organisms may play similar ecological roles in similar biomes.

e.

the number and types of organisms an ecosystem can support depends on the
Te;sources available and abiotic factors, such as quantity of light and water, range
of temperatures, and soil composition.

ecosystem.

■RESOURCES V''r
6.
Sourceslof energy and materials differ in amounts, distribution, usefulness, and the
time regjjired for their formation. As a basis for understanding this concept, students
know:
a.

b.

e utility of energy sources is determined by factors that are involved in
converting these sources to useful forms and the consequences of the
conversion process,

dl|fferent natural energy and material resources, including air, soil, rocks,

minerals, petroleum, fresh water, wildlife, and forests, and classify them as
renewable or nonrenewable.
c.

natural origin of the materials used to make common objects.

Investigation and Experimentation

7.

Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful
investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content the
other three strands, students should develop their own questions and perform
investigatjons Students will:

a.

develop a hypothesis.

b.

select and use appropriate tools and technology (including calculators,
computers, balances, spring scales, microscopes, and bihoculars) to perform
tests, collect data, and display data.
construct appropriate graphs from data and develop qualitative statements about

d.

communicate the steps and results frorn an investigation in written reports and

e.

recognize whether evidence is consistent with a proposed explanation,

tfje relationships between variables.

verbal presentations.
■ f.

read a topographic map and a geologio map for evidence provided on the maps.
nd construct and interpret a simple scale map.
Page 14
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g.

h.

interpret events oy sequence ana time rrom natural pnenomena (e.g., relative
ages of rocks and

intrusions)

identify changes in natural phenomena over time without manipulating the
phenomena (e.g., a tree limb, a

grove of trees, a stream,a hiiislope)."
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Grade 7

Focus on Life Science
CELL Biology
1.
Ail living organisms are composed of cells, from lust one to many trillions, whose details
ra
aaU.
a
Ae fa Koeie
inHarc+anHInn thie
usually are
visible onlv
through a
microscope. As
a basis for iunderstanding
this
concept, Students know:

a.
b.

cells function similarly in ail living organisms.
the characteristics that distinguish plant cells from animal cells, including

c.

the nucleus is the repository for genetic information in plant and animal cells,

chloroplasts and cell walls,
d.

mitochondria liberate energy for the work that cells do, and chloroplasts capture

sunlight energy fdr photosynthesis.
cells divide to increase their numbers through a process of mitosis, which results
f.

in ,t/vo daughter cells with identical sets of chromosomes
as multicellular organisms develop,their cells differentiate.

.

Genetics

2.

A typical cell of anv organism contains genetic instructions that specify Its traits. Those
traits may

be modified bv environmental influences. As a basis for understanding this

concept,students know:
a.

the differences between the life cycles and reproduction Of sexual and asexual

b.

sexual reproduction produces offspring that Inherit half their genes from each

organisms.
parent.
c.

d.

inherited trait can be determined by one or more genes,
plant and animal cells contain many thousands of different genes, and typically

have two copies of every gene. The two copies(or alleles) ofthe gene may or
may not be identical, and one may be dominant In determining the phenotype

whjle the other is recessive.
e.

DNA is the genetic material of living organisms, and is located In the
chromosomes of each cell.

Evolution
3.
Biological evolution accounts for the dlversitv ofsoecies developed through gradual

processes over manv generations. As a basis for understanding this concept,students
know:
a.

both genetic variation and environmental factors are causes of evolution and

diversity of organisms.
b.

the reasoning used by Darwin in making his conclusion that natural selection is
the rnechanism ofevolution.

c.

d.

how independent lines of evidence from geology,fossils, and comparative
anatomy provide a basis for the theory ofevolution,
how to construct a simple branching diagram to classify living groups of
organisms by shared derived characteristics, and expand the diagram to include
fosfeil organisms.

e.

extinction ofa species occurs when the environment changes and the adaptive

characteristics of a species are insufficient for its survival.

Page 16
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^RTH AND Life.History(Earth SGiENGi) ; '
As the basis
b.
G.

d.

e.

f.

. pSEsiis^^'MS
e^fncliote of plant and animal life

Structure AND Function IN Living Systems

c.

e.

f.

g.

opisto relate
sSstheand^
structures ofthe eye and ear toPl="tsgen'^ra.e
theirfunctions. pollen and

PhysicalPrinciplesIN Living Systems(PhysicalSciENcp\
as «basis for
b.
c.

d.

Sran^o'SeSo
te Se'ifTSm
light
travels In straight
lines exceot when the^ w-

ar^d microscope.
e.

®y®

how simple lenses are used In a maan^intfnT]»«'"th 'V^^®'® through changes,
agnitying glass,the eye,camera,telescope.

dlfferemiy^with diSrSt°wavSn^S (co'crs).and thatretinal cells react
scattering(fncludhg reflecton^"^'"'^^'°"
o"" '

g.
h.

hdw to^comp?re%^nts?nfhe^bodv
machines
and simple devices fhinie hi'ii ann l
structures used in
ball-and-socket, and sliding joints).
applies to the musculoskeletal sysfenf^^
the application ofthis principle
hoW levers confer mprhani^ai
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Investigation and Experimentation

7.

Scientific progress is made by asking meaningfulquestions and conducting careful
investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content
the other three strands,students should develop their own questions and perform
investigations. Students will;

a.

select|and use appropriate tools and technology(including calcuiators.
compLjters, balances,spring scales, microscopes, and binoculars)to perform

b.
c.

tests, collect data, and display data.

utilize p variety of print and electronic resources(including the World Wide Web)

to collect information as evidence as part of a research project,
communicate the logical connection among hypothesis,science concepts, tests
conducted, data collected, and conclusions drawn from the scientific evidence,

d.

construct scale models, maps and appropriately labeled diagrams to
communicate scientific knowledge(e.g., motion of Earth's plates and cell

e.

communicate the steps and results from an investigation in written reports and

structure).

verbai presentations.
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Grade 8

Focus on Physical Science
MOTION
.
.. . .. .
1.
The velocity of an object is the rate of change ofits position. As a basis for

understanding this concept, students know:
• ^ ^
position is defined relative to some choice of standard reference point and a set
of reference directions.
,

b.

average speed is the total distance traveled divided by the total time elapsed.

The speed of an object along the path traveled can vary.

c.
d.
e.
f.

how to solve problems involving distance,time, and average speed.
td describe the velocity of an object one must specify both direction and speed.
changes in velocity can be changes in speed,direction, or both.
how to interpret graphs of position versus time and speed versus time for motion
in a single direction.

FORCES
2.

_

.

_

^

...

Unbalanced forces cause changes in velocitv. As a basis for understanding this
concept, students know:

a force has both direction and magnitude.

a.

when an object is subject to two or rnore forces at once,the effect is the

b.

cumulative effect of ail the forces.

when the forces on an object are balanced,the rriotion of the object does not

c.

'change.'d.

:

how to identify separately two or more forces acting on a single static object,
including gravity, elastic forces due to tension or compression in matter, and
friction.

e.

,

.

wliien the forceson an objectare unbalanced the object wiH change its motion
(that is, it will speed up, slow down, or change direction),

the greater the mass of an object the more force is needed to achieve the same
ch!ange in motion.
g.

the role of gravity in forming and maintaining planets, stars and the solar system.

STRUCTURE OF Matter

3.

Elements have distinct properties and atomic structure. All matter Is comprised of one
or more of over 100 elements. As a basis for understanding this concept,students
know:

the structure
electrons.
b.
c.

mpounds are formed by combining two or more different elements,
have properties that are different from the constituent elements,
atoiims and molecules form solids by building up repeating patterns such as the
CO

Coimpounds
cry;stal

■eV-

of the atom and how it is composed of protons, neutrons and

structure of NaCl.or long chain polymers.

the! states (solid, liquid, gas) Of matter depend on molecular motion,
in solids the atoms are closely Ipcked in position and can only vibrate,

thi 3

in liquids

atorns and molecules are more loosely connected and can collide with and

m,bve past one another, while in gases the atoms or rnolecules are free to move

indiependently. colliding frequently.
he w

to use the Periodic Table to identify elements in simple compounds
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Earth IN THE Solar System(Earth SCIENCE)
'i-

The structure and composition of the universe can be learned from the study of stare
and oalax

ies. and their evolution. As a basis for understanding this concept, students

know;
a.

galaxles are clusters of billions of stars, and may have different shapes,

b.

the

sun is one of many stars in Our own Milky Way galaxy. Stars may differ in

size, temperature, and color.
c.

how to use astronomical units and light years as measures of distance between
the sun. stars, and Earth.

d.

stars are the source of light for all bright objects in outer space. The moon and
planets shine by reflected sunlight, not by their own light
the appearance,general composition, relative position and size, and motion of
objects in the solar systerh, including planets, planetary satellites, comets, and
asteroids.:

.

Reactions

5-

Ghemical[reactions are orocesses in which atoms are rearranged into different

combinatlbns of molecules. As a basis for understanding this concept,students know;
a.

reactant atoms and molecules interact to form products with different chemical

b.

the idea of atoms explains the conservation of matter in chemical reactions the
number of atoms stays the same no matter how ttiey are arranged,so their total

properties.

c.

d.

.

mass stays the same.
chemical reactions usually liberate heat or absorb heat,

physical processes include freezing and boiling, in which a material changes

form with no chemical reaction.

how to determine whether,a solution is acidic, basic or neutral. •
Chemistry OF Lr viNG Systems(Life SCIENCE)
6.

Principles

of Chemistry underlie the functioning of biological systems. As a basis for

understanding this concept, students know:

a.
b.

carbon, because of its ability to combine in many ways with itself and other
living organisms are made of molecules largely consisting ofcarbon, hydrogen,

c.

living organisms have many different kinds of molecules including small ones

elements, has a central role in the Chemistry of living organisms.
nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus and sulfur.

suqh as water and salt, and very large ones such as carbohydrates,fats,
proteins and DNA.
Periodic Table
7.

The organlization of the Periodic Table is based on the orooerties ofthe elements and

reflects the structure of atoms. As a basis for understanding this concept,students
know:

a.
b.

.

hovy to identify regions corresponding to metals, nonmetals and inert gases.
elerpents are defined by the-number of protons in the nucleus,-which is called
the atomic number. Different isotopes of an element have a different number of

c.

neutrons in the nucleus.

substances can be classified by their properties, including melting temperature,
density, hardness, heat, and electrical conductivity.
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DENSITY AND Buoyancy

3.

All objects experience a buoyant force when immersed in a fluid. As a basis for

understanding this concept, students know:
a.
b.

■

density is mass per unit volume.

liiow to calculate the density ofsufastances(regular and irregular Solids, and
liquids)from measurements of mass and volume.

c.

.;:d.

the buoyantforce on an object in a fluid is an upward force equal tb the weight of
tpe fluid it has displaced,
how to predict whether an object will float or sink.

Investigationjand Experimentation
9.
Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful
investigations. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content
the other three strands, students should develop their own questions and perform
investigiations. Students will:

a.
b.

plan and conduct a scientific investigation to test a hypothesis.
evaluate the accuracy and reproducibili^ ofdata.

c.

distinguish between variable and controlled parameters in a test..

d.

recognize the slope ofthe linear graph as the constant in the relationship y=kx
and apply this to interpret graphs constructed from data. .■
construct appropriate graphs from data and develop quantitative statements
about the relationships between variables.
apply simple mathematical relationships to determine one quantity given the
other two (including speed = distance/time, density = mass/volume, force =

g.

pressure X area, volume-area X height),
distinguish between linear and non-linear relationships on a graph of data.
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Grades 9-12
Physics

__

MOTION AND FORCES

1

KJPwton's iawi predict the motion "f rn"st objects.

As a basis for understanding this

concept,, stude
a.
how to
b.
when

solve probierns involving constant speed and average spe^ continues
fbrces are balanced no acceieration ocwre^andt

to movp

c.

d.
e.

how toi
consta
when
exerts
the re

at a constant sDS0d or st3VS 3t r©st (N©wton s Ptrst L3V^.
^
i •
a?pryTheffw
F=mlto solve one-dimensional motion problems involving

nt forces {Newton's Second Law).

.u-eomnd ohiect alwavs

jne object exerts a force on a second object, ^e sewn^bjw^

• fl force of eoual maonitude and opposite direction. (Ne^on s yn'rc "V'''

'lationship between the universallaw of gravitation and the effect of gravity

on an

I.

appiyin

<^35efa°MlellKrdra,lar orbit to ciianae dlreotioh but not

the ob

gravitai
speed)

motion requires application of a constant force direct^ toward the center

circular
ofthe circle.

in's Laws am not exactbut they provide very good apprbximaUon^^^^^

n.'

NewtOi

I.'

how
how

an obj<iect is moving close to the speed oflight or is small enough that the
quantUiim effects am important.

r
k.'
/.•
m.

solve two-dimensional trajectoryproblems.

the

a resolve two-dimensional vectors into their components andcalculate the
iffude and direction of a vector from its
rnmei fsiatics)

magn.
how ■
how

solve two-dimensionalproblems 'dvo/vngbate^ed

, solve problems in circular motion, using the formula for centnpetai
'■ ^ ^
i-hamec at a
accelk'iratlon in the following form: a=^/r.
how 0 solve problems Involving the forces between hvo electnc chamesat a

ce (Coulomb's Law) or the forces between two masses at a distance

distari'

(Univi'ersal' gravitation).
]

gSb^'^SS^ridrnnmentiim provide a way to predict and
describe the

know:
a.

AS k l^^is

uri^erstanding this concept, students

how to calculate kinetic energy using the formula

how tp calculate change? in gravitational potenbal energy

,.. _ p-rth iisino

the fotaula
in potential
how
vo solve(change
problems
involving energy)
conseryatipn of energy in simple sys

^

such

asfalling.dbjects^^'\"'^'v' - '

d.
■e.

f.-

how to calculate momentum as product mv. ,

momentum is a separately conserved quantity, different frorn energy-,
an unbalsnced force on an bbiect produces a change in its rnonienturn.

g-

how tothe
solve
prpblems
involving elastic
and inelastic
collisions
using
principles
of conservation
of momentum
and
energy.in one dimensi

h."

how to solve problems involving conservation of energy in ^mple systems with:
vahous sources ofpotential energy, such as capacitors.and spnngs.
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Heat and Thermodynamics

Energy cannot be created or destroyed although in many processes energy is
transferred tg the environment as heat. As a basis for understanding this conceDt
students know:

a.
b.

heat flow and work are two forms of energy transfer between systems.
the work done by a heat engine that is working in a cycle is the difference
between the heat flow into the engine at high temperature and the heatflow out
at a lower temperature (First Law of Thermodynamics)and that this is an

c.

example of the law of conservation of energy.
thermal energy(commonly called heat)consists of random motion and the

d.

vibrations and rotations of atoms and molecules. The higher the temperature
most processes tend to decrease the order of a system over time, and energy

e.

entropy is a quantity that measures the order or disorder of a system, and is

trie greater the atomic or molecular motion.

leyels are eyentually distributed unifonmly.

larger for a more disordered system.

f.'
g.

the statement "entropy tends to increase"is a law ofstatisticaiprobability that
how to solve problems involving heatflow, work, and efficiency in a heatengine

govems all dosed systems(Second Law of Thermodynamics).
and know that all real engines have some heatflow out.

Waves

Waves haye characteristic orooerties that do not depend on the tvoe of wavp Asa
basis for understanding this concept, students know:
a.

b.
c.

waves carry energy from one place to another.

how to Identify transverse and longitudinal waves in mechanical media such as
springs, ropes, and the Earth (seismic waves).
how to solve problems involving wavelength,frequency and wave speed

d.

sound IS a longitudinal wave whose speed depends on the properties of the

e.

radio waves,light and X-rays are different wavelength bands In the spectrum of

f.

(186,000 miles/second).

medium in which it propagates.

whose speed in vacuum is approximately 3x10* m/s

h(w to identity the characteristic properties of waves:interference(beats)

diffraction, refraction, Doppler effect, and polarization.
Electronic and Magnetic Phenomena

f
are related and have
many nractical annlinatinns
As a basis for understanding this concept,students
know:
a.

how to predict the voltage or current In simple direct current electric circuits

0.

constructed from batteries, wires, resistors, and capacitors.
how to solve problems involving Ohm's law.

c.

any resistive element in a DC circuit dissipates energy which heats the resistor,

rirruriii^i" Calculate the power(rate of energy dissipation)in any resistive

d.

e.

f-

(current 1)^ PR

formula Power=(potential difference IR)times

the properties of transistors and their role in electric circuits

charged particles are sources of electric fields and experience forces due to the
electric fields from other charges.

magnetic materials and electric currents(moving electric charges)are sources of

magnetic fields and experience forces due to magnetic fields of other sources.
9-

ow to determine the direction of a magnetic field produced by a current flowinq
in a straight wire or in a coil.
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nearby cond1?c"orc^ ^elds produce eiectricfields, thereby inducing currents in
k,'

m/
n,'

Jond'ScfeleltSirt?.^
niatter,contain ions and/orfree electronsand
^A^fo^e"on^Wamedtartic?ein^
field
atthe positioaoftheDartids
<7'S' w/7en9^is the electric
thefprce on a movingpafucii^wth^cham^^?-^^"Semeritofelectriccharges.

^f^ekaisthe^nglelS^^^
o,"

S-Bwfaftona;potentialenergy,o,otye

Chemistry

ATOMit^ND
Molecular Structure
»•
The Perindir* Tahlfi
a_

numb[er and atoniK:mass.

halogjsn^^^

®'®f"entin the PenodicTable to its atomic

Periodic Tabie to identify metais,semimetals,nonmetals,and

transitiommetal^®rnc?t?enS^^
relative sizes ofions and atlr?s!
d.
e.

meta^alkaline
earth metalsand
®'®ctf0P®gativity.and
the

bondiijig^^^
Periodic
Table tosizedetermine
availablefor
the
nucleus is much
smallerin
than thethe
atomnumberofelectrons
yetcontains mostofits
mass

/?.•

etnjct^'^^^the^iflstorical'lm^aneei^ih
spectrallines
are a r^sufon,^^^^

ttrantumtheoryofetomic

frequer^cyis related to the energyspifno ha^^
relationship(E-hN)a

Chemical Bonds
Biolo leal. Chemfral anrf
rorm bonrifi basWrt

^®'^

between levels using Planck's

2.

arnmt! and
anH mni
atoms

.

roperties of
properties
nf matter
maffpr rest.it
rp«?t frr.m
°.®tatir forces between electmn

-- 3 uju.. r^;r.Tjrj.r:r

of atoms to

fotons and between
p^otons-^T^Hi^

atoms combine to form mli^ules bv
thisooncept. students know:
metallic bonds,
metallic
bonds, or
or by
by exchanqina
exchannirio eSc?r^
oTi
^electrons to form covalent or
□y excnanging electrons to form ionic bonds.
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b.
c.

d.

chemical bonds between atoms in molecules such as H„ CH4. NH,. HjCCH n

C|lj, and many large biological molecules are covalent.
2. j
salt crystals such as NaCIare repeating patterns of positive and negative ions
hpid together by electrostatic attraction.
iri a liquid the inter-molecular forces are.weaker than in a solid,so that the
molecules can move in a random pattern relative to one-another.

e.

h|3w to draw Lewis dotstructures.

how to predict the shape ofsimple molecules and theirpolarityfrom Lewis dot
stmctures.

g.'
h.'

how electronegativity and ionization energyrelate to bond formaU'on.
how to Identifysolids and liquids held togetherby Van der Waalsforces or

hy^drogen bonding, and relate these forces to volatility and boiiing/melting point
Conservation pF Matter AND Stoichiometry
The conservation of atoms in chemical reactions leads to the
of conservatinn
of matteriyd the abrlrtv to calcuiate the mass of products andprinciple
reactants.
As a basis for
understaipding this concept,students know:
a.
hoy^ to describe chemical reactions by writing balanced equations.
b.

the quantity one mole is defined so that one mole ofcarbon-12 atoms has a
mass of exactly 12 grams.

c.

d.

one mole equals 6.02x10" particies(atoms or molecules).
how to determine molar mass ofa rnolecule from its chemicalformula and a
tabjle of atomic masses, and how to convert the mass ofa molecular substance
to fjnoles, number of particles or volume of gas at standard temperature and
pressure.

e.

^

vui^anu

hovjv to calculate the masses of reactants and products in a chemical reaction
from the mass of one of the reactants or products, and the relevant atomic
masses.

to calculate percent yield in a chemicalreaction.

f."

how

9'

ho^ to identify reactions thatinvolve oxidation
ox/idation-reduction reactions.
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Gases and their Properties
4.
The Kineti c Molecular theory

describes the motion of atoms and molecules anrf

explains the properties of oases. As a basis for understanding this cpncept,students
know:
a.

the random motion of molecules and their collisions with a surface create the
observable pressure on that surface,

b.
c.

d.

the random motion of molecules explains the diffusion of gases,
how to apply the gas laws to relations tsetween the pressure,temperature,and
volume of any amount of an ideal gas or any mixture ofideal gaises.

the values and meanings ofstandard temperature and pressure(STP).

e.

how to convert between Celsius and Kelvin temperature scales,

f.

the^•
re IS -no temperature lower
than 0 Kelvin

9-'

the

kinetic theory ofgases relates the absolute temperature ofa gas to the

'rage kinetic energy ofIts molecules oratoms.

ave,

h.'
/.*

how
■■ to solve problems using the Idealgaslaw In the form PV=nRT,
how
gas<
'as, and Graham's Law to describe diffusion ofgases.

to apply Dalton's Law ofPartialPressures to describe the coniposltlon

Acids AND Bases

Adds, bases, and salts are three classes of compounds thatform fions In water
As a basis for understanding this concept,students know:
a.
the observable properties of acids, bases and salt solutions,
«nlllT»rM^e
solutions

Ae»

i:

i ' .

.

ids are hydrogen-ion-donating and bases are hydrogen-ion-accepting

b.

aci

c.

sutstances.
strong acids and

bases fully dissociate and weak acids and bases bartiallv
■

dissiociate.

d.

hoW to use the pH scale to characterize acid and base solutions.

e.*

f

the Arrhenius, Brensted-Lowry, and Lewis add-base definitions.
noiy to calculate pH from the hydrogen Ion concentration,

9-'

buffers stabilize pHIn acid-base reactions.

SOLUTIONS ^
Solutions are homogenous mixtures oftwo or more substanofls As a basis for
und@rsi9nfiifirt this concept,students know:
understanding

a.

definitions of solute and soivent.

b.

dissolving process as a result of random molecular motion,
temperature,
affect the
dissolvinq
process
, ' pressure, and surface
w«.,w.ww area
tai
LI
UtOdUIVIIIU {JiUWCSSS.
j
tri
x
i..a_ in
r_ .
.grams
^ ^ per liter
how to calculate the concentration ofa
solute
terms of

c.

d.

e.'

f

mo

arity, parts per million and percent composition

the

relationship between the molalltyofsolute In a solution, andthe solution's

depiressed freezing pointorelevated boiling point.

how molecules In solution are separatedorpurified by the
chrOi
'matography and distillation.

methods of

Chemical Thermodynamics

mang/ As a basis for understanding
transformed inthis
allconcept,students
chemical reactionsknow:
and Dhvsical changes of
rnatter.
a.
novv to describe temperature and heat flow in terms ofthe motion of molecules
(or atoms)
b.

mica! processes can either release(exothermic)or absorb (endothermic)

che
ther
'mai

energy.

.
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c.

d.

condenses or freezes and absorbed when a

temperature changes, using
kr^own vfiMf
values ofspecific heat,and latent heat ofphase
change
^

e.*

f.' .

\n

wSbeIponfSloi^®®

enthalpychange in a reaction.

eguaton to determine whethera reaction

Reaction Rates
8.

Chemica

reactantmd^ul^^:^
tho rata n(
~
b.
c.

know;

influence the freouenev of rniiicir,n of

""

ICT T — —®.«ieiiiuiiia uiis

siuuenis Knowi

in
I
's the decrease in concentration of reactants or the increase
in concentration of products with time.
me increase

p°Msur^^'°"

depend on such factors as concentration,temperature,and

the role a catalyst plays in increasing the reaction rate.

d.

and role ofactivation energyin a chem/caireaction

Chemical Equilibrium

Chemical epuilibnum a dynamic nrocess at the molecular level As a basisfor

understaipding this concept,students know:'
P""ciple to predict the effect of changes in
u

temperature and pressure.
eq|Uilibrium is estabiished
when forward and reverse reaction ratesare equai.

c.

770|^to wnte and calculate an equilibrium constantexpression fora reaction.

Organic and Biochemistry

The bonding characteristics of carhnn loari
sizes -.h.i]..i, -... 1 . I

fmin
c.

anjlno

. "I."'

molecules witn
with vanert
varieW
manv different
uiuciciit imoiecuies

charact^stics ofcarbon lead to a large variety ofstructures ranaino
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„,,w

laumuco. iiuciearnssn

■

=0"cep^. Students know:

Sfhif^h iri i!r"® °r.f
dhp

£tion
c.

de

^ .

nucleus are held together by strong nuclear forces

electromagnetic repulsion between the protons

P®!"S'®"' "^®i®"a''s
much larger in nuclearfuSor
reactions:change in mass(calculated by

^-mc')IS small but significant in nuclear reactions.

SffiSinSlll'eafrSSA°'°''"

««iea oy

radioactive,asare isotopes
Sararaa) and

e.

g. fcS/n<iX'i?LK?dave?a£^^
p^tonsandneutrons havesubstructure andconsistofparticlescalledquarks.

Biology/Life ^ciences
Cell Biology I

b.

c.

d.

e.

gh.

prptSns."' '"''°P'aa'"« reticutum and ColgiapparatusIn secretion of

slth'yr^ff?,;^^^

"a-"-»"

«£dy

TtPpISllan'''
S°2b"S'/?'S""'

to

'""ta mtochondrii sndchlaroplaslstore energyfor
adapeandtotema/organ/iar/o/t bye cytoskeleton
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.Genetics
Mutation a

nd sexual reoroduotion lead to genetic variation in a population. As a basis

for understianding

this concept, students know:

osis is an early step in sexual reproduction in which the pairs of

a.

mei

chromosomes separate and segregate randomly during cell division to produce
garnetes containing one chromosome of each type.

only certain

. b.

d.

cells in a multicellular organism undergo meiosis
segregation explains the probability that a particular

how random chromosome
aiiefe will be in a gamete.

c.

I combinations of alieles may be generated in a zygote through fusion of
w.hyj approximately half of an individual's DNA sequence comesfrom each
new

male and female gametes (fertilization).
,6.

parent.
f.
9-

the 'ole ofchromosomes in determining an individual's sex.
how to predict possible combinations of alieles in a zygote from
mak eup of the parents.

the genetic

A multicellular organism develops from a sincle zvoote. and its Phenotvoe densnd..; on
Its qenotype, which is established at fertilization. As a basis for understandinq this
concept, students know:

a.

hov^ to predict the probable outcome of phenotypes in a genetic cross from the

genotypes of the parents and mode of inheritance(autosomai orX-linked

b.

dorriinant or recessive).

'

the genetic baSis for Mendel's laws Ofsegregation and independent assortment.

c.*

howi to predict the probable mode ofinheritance from a pedigree diaaram

d.'

shoi^mg phenotypes.
^
hom to use data on frequency ofrecombination at meipsis to estimate genetic
distances between ioci, and to interpret genetic maps ofchromosomes.:

4.

Genes are la set ofinstructions encoded in the DNA seouence'ofeach organism that

specify thelsequence of amino acids in proteins characteristic of that organism: As a
basis for urpderstanding this concept,students know:

a.
b.

the general pathway by which ribosomes synthesize proteins, using tRNAs to

translate genetic information In mRNA.

howjto apply the genetic coding rules to predict the sequence ofamino acids
howI mutations in the DNA sequence ofa gene may or may not affect the

frorn a sequence of codons in RNA.
c.

sequence
of amino
acids indue
an encoded
protein,
specialization off cells in multicellular
organisms
is usually
to different
patterns ofge^ expression rather than to differences orthe genes themselves,
proteins can differ from ope another in the number and sequence ofamino acjds.
f.'

whyproteins having different amino acid sequences typically have different
Shapes and chemicB/properties:

the cells

a.

composition
of celis can be altered UY
bv iMUUIUUIdUUn
incorporation of
exooenous DNA into
1.
'
OT 6]
As
a basis
for • understanding this concept,
students know:

the general
general structures
stnir.ti irfac and
anH functions of DNA,
nMA RNA,and
a ma
j protein.
base-pairing rules to explain precise copying of DNA during semi
conservatiye replication, and transcription of information from DNA into mRNA
engineering (biotechnology)is used to produce novei biomedical
anq agricultural products.
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d.'

haw,basic DNA technology(restriction digestion by endonucieases, gel
eiectrophoresis, ligation, and transformation)is used to constructrecombinant

DN^ molecules.
e.'

how,exogenous DNA can be inserted into bacten'al celts in order to alter their

genetic makeup and support expression ofnew protein products.
ECOLOGY
Stability in an ecosystem is a balance between competing effects. As a basis for
6.

understanding this concept, students know:
a.

bioc^iversity is the sum total of different kinds of organisms,and is affected by
altei|ations of habitats.
howi to analyze changes in an ecosystem resulting from changes in climate.

hurrian activity, introduction of non-native species,or changes in population size.
c.

hoW|fluctuations in population Size in an ecosystem are determined by the

d.

relative rates of birth, immigration, emigration, and death.
how|water, carbon, and nitrogen cycle between abiotic resources and organic
matter in the ecosystem and how oxygen cycles via photosynthesis and

e.

a vital part of an ecosystem is the stability of its producers and decomposers,

f.

at epch link in a food web,some energy is stored in newly made structures but

respjiration.
much is dissipated into the environment as heat and this can be represented In a
fooej
pyramid.
9-'

how,to distinguish between the accommodation ofan individual organism to its
environment and the gradual adaptation ofa lineage oforganisms through
genetic change.

Evolution
The frequency of an allele in a gene pool of a pooulation depends on many factors, and
7.

may be stdble or unstable over time. As a basis for understanding this concept,
students khow:
a.

why natural selection acts on the phenotype rather than the genotype of an
organism.

why alleles that are lethal in a homozygous individual may be cam'ed in a
heterozygote, and thus maintained in a gene pool.
c.

nev^ mutations are constantly being generated in a gene pool.

d

variation within a species increases die likelihood that at least some members of

a sfjecies will survive underchanged environmentalconditions.

e.*

the ponditions forHardy-Weinberg equilibrium in a population, and why these

conpiitions ana not metin nature.
f

hovv to solve the Hardy-Weinberg equation to determine the predictedfrequency

ofgenotypesin a population, given the frequency ofphenotypes.
8.

Evolutiori is the result of genetic changes that decur in constahtlv chanoino

environmehts. As a basis for understanding this concept, students know:
a.
hovy natural selection determines the differential survival of groups of organisms.
b.
a gr^at diversity of species increases the chance that at least some organisms
d.
e.

suryive large changes in the environment.
the pffects of genetic drift on the diversity of organisms in a population,
reprjoductive or geographic isolation affects speciation,
how to analyze fossil evidence with regard to biological diversity, episodic
speciation, and rriass extinction.
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how to use comparative embryology, DNA or protein sequence compahsons,
and otherindependentsources to create a branching diagram(cladogram)that
shows prot)abie evolutionary relationships.
how severaiindependent molecular clocks, calibrated against each other and
using evidence from the fossil record, can help to estimate how long ago various
groups oforganisms diverged evolutionarily from each other.
Physiology
9.
As. a res jIt of the

coordinated structures and functions of organ systems,the Internat
qt ivi iu»

la wi wmori jyoiduo. ii ic line

environrflent of the human body remains relatively stable(homeostatic). desDitp>

changes!in the outside environment. As a basis for understanding this conceot
students]know:
a.
hipw the complementary activity of major body systems provides cells with
o^gen and nutrients, and removes toxic waste products such as carbon dioxide
b.,

how the ne^rvous system mediates communication between different parts of the

body and interactions with the environment.

0.

hpw feedback loops in the nervous and endocrine systems regulate conditions
within the body.

d.
e.

the functions of the nervous system,and the role of neurons in transmitting
eljectrochemical impulses.

the roles of sensory neurons, interneurons, and motor neurotis in sensation
thought, and response.

f.'

the individualfunctions and sites ofsecretion ofdigestive enzyfnesfamylases,
the homeostatic role ofthe kidneysin the removal ofnitrogenous waPtes, and of

Pfoteases, nucleases, Upases), stomach acid, and biie salts.
9'

the liverin blood detoxification and glucose balance,
the cellular and molecular basis ofmuscle contraction, including the roles of

a^tin. myosin, Ca'^, and ATP.

/.•

how hormones(including digestive, reproductive, osmoregulatory)provide

mtemalfeedback mechanisms for homeostasis at the cellularlevel and in whole

organisms.
to.

Organisms have a varietv of mechanisms to combat disease. As a basis for
understanding the human immune response,students know:

a.
b.
Q.

d.

|h® rble ofthe skin in providing nonspecific defenses againstinfection,
tj^
ofantibodies
in the
response
infection,
t^wrole
vaccination
protects
anbody's
individual
from to
infectious
diseases,
there are important differences between bacteria and.viruses, with respect to
ttieir requirements for growth and replication, the primary defense ofthe body
against thern, and effective treatment ofinfections they cause.
® compromised
immune
system
(for example,a
person
wth AIDS)may be unable
to fight off and
survive
infections
of microorganisms

ttjat are usually benign.

s^ jfstetn^ phagocytes, B-iymphocytes, and T-lymphocytesin theimmune
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Earth Sciences

Earth's Place in 7|He Universe
Astronomy and planetarv exploration reveal the structure, scale, and chance nftho

solar system ovenime. As a basis for understanding this concept,students know"
a.
now ttie differences and similarities among the sun,the terrestrial planets,and
tne gas planets may haye been established during the fonnation of the solar

system.

b.

eyidehce from Earth and moon rocksfor the solar system'sformation from a

c.

eyidence from geological studies ofthe Earth and other planets that the early

d.

eyidence that the planets are much closer than the stars.

nepuijar cloud of dust and gas approximately 4.6 billion years ago.

Earth!was yery different from today.

e.

f.

'

® typical star and is powered by nuclear reactions, primarily
the fusion
' <= luawn

of hydrogen to form helium.

eyidence for the dramatic effects ofasteroid impacts in shaping the surface of
planets and their moons, and in mass extinctions of life on Earth.

ff.' evidencefortheexistence ofplanetsorbiting otherstars.
2.

space-based astronomy reveals the structure, seaie and nhanna over

stud^tfkrfowb.

unjyeree. Asa basisfor understan^t^this concept.

Universe

billions ofstarsand form mostofthe visible mass ofthe

c.

d.

have

been formed by nuclear fusion in stars.

stars

Svlal the^K'yfflrences

that r
e.*

that of Lithium

^-raytelescopes collectdata

sudafo/n/c particlesto energy levels thatsimulate conditions
sfare and/n eariy history ofthe universe before starsformed.
M
<^o^on brightness and evolution
ofa starare determined bya
^^i^nce be^eenamvitationaicollapseand
nuclearfusion.
a
accel

in the
evide
baian

fern d/sfanfgalaxiesand the cosmicbackgroundradiation

9.'

Dynamic Earth PrOCESSES '
3.

Plate tecton

mountains o

students know:

b.
c.

d.
e.

•

OS operating
over ^—,"
qeolooic time
has
chanoed the
naftems ofland si:.a anH
.. II._ rI
.
■
tMc uanems OT iano. s

surface. As the bassfor understanding this concept.

hrfwT^yntiin
that fonji
at thebased
three on
different
kinds ofand
plate
boundaries.
®*p!3'o the^properties
of rocks
the physical
chemical
wttnH^hn" 5k
formed,including plate tectonic processes.
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the ot

the scales used to measure theirintensity

°"® with violent eruptions producing steep slopes and
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d the energy
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photosynthes^?^'"^
radiation in terms of refleGtion, absorption, and
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b.

d.'
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dim
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understariding this concept,
understanding
concent sj
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a.

^ow differential heating
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d.

e.
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circular motion of

effects of temperature inversions
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a.

b.
c.
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----

Earfh's geog?a5hl''?tSosDh6rirr?,®'^ overtime, corresponding to changes in the
plate moveS'itcT
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d,'

greenhouse gases on
Biggeochemical CYCLES
7.

Each elem 5nt

atmos

on Earth moves amnn
LeserVoir.^ in the solid Farfh
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art of biogeochpmical cvcfeg

tho

—.
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of the^^^
carbonJn
carbjon in the atmosphere
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of cirbon among
among these
these rese^drs
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oceans
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c.

d.'

movement of matter among reservoirs is driven by the Earth's internal and

externaijsources ofenergy.

the relabve residence times and flows ofcarbon in and out Ofits different
reservoirs.

STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
8.
Life has changed Earth's atmosphere and changes in the atmosphere affect,conditions

for life. As a bdsis for understanding this concept,students know:

a.

b.

the thermal structure and chemical composition ofthe atmosphere.

how the!composition of the Earth's atmosphere has evolved over geologic time

including outgassing, the origin of atmospheric oxygen, and variations in carbon

dioxide|concentration.
c.

the location of the ozone layer in the upper atmosphere, its role in absorbing
ultravio et radiation and how it varies both naturally and in response to human
activities.

California GEOLOGY
9.
The aeoloQv of California underlies the state's wealth of natural resources as well as its

natural hazards. As a basis for understanding this concept,students know:
a.
the resources of major economic importance in California andtheir relation to
Caiiforipia's geology.
b.
the priricipal natural hazards In different California regions, and the geological

basis Ojf those hazards.
c.

the importance of water to society, the origins of Califomia's fresh water, and the
relationship between supply and need.

d.'

how fo|analyze published geologic hazard mapsofCaiifomia and use the map
information to identify evidence ofgeological events ofthe pastand predict
geologicalchanges in the future

investigation and Experimentation

1.

Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful
investigation^. As a basis for understanding this concept, and to address the content

the other fouijstrands,students should develop their own questions and perform
investigations. Students will:

a.
b.
c.

select and use appropriate tools and technology(such as computer linked
probes,spread sheets, and graphing calculators)to perform tests, collect data,
analyze relationships, and display data.
identify and communicate sources of unavoidable experimental error,
identify possible reasons for inconsistent results,such as sources of error or
uncontrolled conditions.

d.
■ e.

formufate explanations using logic and evidence.
solve scientific problems using quadratic equations, and simple trigonometric,

expon|ential. and logarithmic functions. ' '

""

—~

f.

distinguish between hypothesis and theory as science terms,

9-

recogriize the use and limitations of models and theories as scientific
representations of reality,

h.

read ^nd interpret topographic and geologic maps.

analyze the locations, sequences, or time intervals of natural"phenbrh^i'tdrg.,"'"
relative ages of rocks, locations of planets overtime, and succession ofspecies
in an ecosystem).

j.

recognize the issues of statistical variability and the need for controlled tests,

k.

recognize the cumulative nature of scientific evidence.
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m.

"ncSsSmo"«
a"nal^?no^®riatI'^'f

societal issue by researching the literature

n.

Ptolemaic model ofthe movement ofthe sun.moon and planet^
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Inservice Information

Middle School School Science
Curriculum

School! year 1999-2000 Articulation
In April, tl^e science teachers from all middle schools got together ond
discussed tjie new curriculum. As a group, they decided summer was qn
excellent ti^ to look at the standards based curriculum. Two teachers
from each middle school, at each grade level are encouraged to attend.
You will be given o timecard and paid your hourly rate.
RSVP. Kathy Been, Cree - 416-8283, Home - 322-3083 or
DKBeen@aolcnni

Be sure to jcoordinate with your principal
WHAT

New Science Standards
Curriculum

WHEN:
Grade

Grade
Grade

June 21 1 - 5 pm
June 22 1 - 5 pm
June 23 1 5 pm

8*^
7^^
6*^

WHERE: Room 303 Raymond Cree Middle
School
.61

SUMMER

SR>^DE SCIENCE

NEW STANDARDS BASED
CURRICULM TRAININS

All MiddlejSchool 6^^* grade science teachers, are Invited to attend an
August SSF** inservice for the new standards based curriculum. The day
will include a review of the standards, the PSUSD transitional

curriculun^', lab octivities and geology content education. New and
experienced teachers are invited. You will receive a $100 ^ipend for

ottending]
Please chileck

with your principal and then RSVP to Kathy Been, Science

Facilitator

Raymond Cree Middle School, 416-8283 or at home 322

3083 or

email DKBeen@aol.com.

on

What: Science Insen/'icz 6 grade
When:

August 25/1999

Where: Raymond Cree Middle School

Who;

Kathy Been and local geology
Folks
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MEMO

To:

Middle School Principols
Dr. Diane Kline and Mr. Jim Hurst

Fr^ms

Kathy Been

Re:

Summer Middle School Science Opportunities

Hello! pelowI have outlined several opportunitiesfor your science teachers
to articulate and become familiar with the new California State Science

Standards. For each event,Ihave attached a flyer which explains the event
for your staff.
Articu ation Afternoons

June 2221-1-5
pm at
grade
June
1 -5pm
at Raymond
Raymond Cree
Cree Middle
Middle School
School 7^^ grade
June 23- I-5 pm at Raymond Cree Middle School 6^''grade
Two teachersfrom each school,for each grade,are invited to come and see

the end resultof a curriculum writing team. We met with manyof your
teachers in April and they had a chance to view the standards and the

teachdr-friendly-documentsa MastersProject team from Cal State San

Bernardino has puttogether. Atthe April meeting,your teachers requested

a chance to review the document and add their input. This is an excellent

articuljation opportunity. Teachers will be paid their hourly rate.Please
select|two teachersfrom each grade(science teachers)and then send a list

to me pt Cree. After this day,the transition document will be sent to the

Board pf Education for approval through the office of Dr.Kline. It is only
transitional because the new texts are not available until March 2000.

Meanwhile,at middle school,we will have this documentand our Prentice Hall
books as a transition to a standards based science education.
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6^'' Grade teachers In-Service oh Seology and Earth Science - Ai^ust
Dr.Kljne,Jim HurstandI have planned ascience dayfor 6^^ grade teachers.

The tjiought wasthat7^^and

grade teachersare usually single subject,

science educated people,and should be able to work with the new curriculum.
In addition,the 7^^ and grade subjects(life and physical science)have
been taught recently. In grade,the geology and earth science is new to.
many liberal artseducated teachers. This day will pay a$100stipend.
Pleaseforward the names and number of attendeesto Dr. Kline's office.

The li^cation will be announced,but.is most likely Raymond Cree's cafeteria.

Newjeachersin 6^** gradeareespeciallyencouraged tocome.

K-1^2 Alliance Summer Institute

AsI^as working the numbersfor the summer science education,Irealized

thatthe middle schools could be included in the summer and year-long
program. The attached flyer explains that the training in the summer is

fromjAugust8-20(with the weekend off). The training is one-third

science content(physical science),one-third leadership and one-third

'

in^riictional strategiesfor the new standards. Participants will then come
back|to your campusand spend ten hours inservicing your staff about the
new ^andgrds based curriculum. This is a wonderful opportunity to gain a
lead teacher on site,a staff developer available to help(me)and state-wide
resoiirces. One teacher from each site can attend. They will receive d
$1000stipend,room and board for the two weeks,supplies,ideas and

currij:ulum strategies. They will beatthe Rancho Cucamon^San Bernardino
County Office,and will be using the computer labsfor technology

integration. The science content is taught bya cadre; which consists of a

physijcist,a high school teacher and astaff developer expert. The subject

thissummer is physical science,so,ideally,your participant should be an
grade teacher. Last year,the three middle school participantsfrom PSUSD

receijved the stipend and $250 worth of classroom materials. Ido not know
if the SPAN(NSF middle school grant)contains that this year,but,it seems
logical.
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Pl^e contact mc with questions. Iam very excited aboutthe moneysaving
and networking opportunities provided bythe Eisenhower Grant money and
NSF grant money.

We will be having an orientation meeting in Room 303at Cree on June 3,
1999from 3:30-5 pm.My hope is to hearfrom you before that,and have
you and yourteacherattend the meeting. There aretwo admini^rative days
duringthe training,August19and 20^^ These days arefor you to meet with
your tMcher.your staff developer and your regional educator in science,and
plan the year. Iunderstand thatthose are administrative council days. We
can arrange another time at your convenience.

If you need more reference type information,please contact Frank Tinncy
at Vista Del Monte. Hisschool participated in the elementary program this
year and they are continuing next year.
Looking forward to a great science summer!
Kathy Been
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Minutes of Curriculum Meetings
June 23, 1999

Grade Teacher Curriculum Meeting
Minutes

Attendees:

Raymond Cree Middle School
Maureen Ferriter,

Debbie Romig,

Kathy Been, Biochem and Physical
Molly Thomas, Biology
Desert Springs Middle School
Vicka Carillo
Nellie Coffman Middle School

Phyllis Burgess
James Workman Middle School

Sherry Garcia

Palm Springs Unified School District

Dr. Diane Kline's Office - Kathy Been
Agenda:
M.
N.

Introductions and Background
Review the Proposed Interim Curriculum

0.

Decide whether to create a fourth column or separate

P.

document for teacher activities
Benchmark Assessment Discussion

Q.
R.

Anything the group decides we need to talk about
Creating a resource book of teachers/scientists
locally

Minutes

IX.

Meeting was called to order at

X.

Attendees are listed above.

XI.

The attendees reviewed the proposed curriculum and
suggested the following changes:

XII

The attendees voted to approve this interim 8'^ grade
Instructional Guide for standards based curriculum,
and to forward the document to the Board of Education
for approval.

/■ #'»•»

r
-f
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%

Minutes

'X;

Meeting was called to order at 1:03

X.

Attendees are listed above,.

XI.

The attendees reviewed the proposed curriculum and
suggested the following changes: None, just a request
for resources, which will be Aug.,25. ,

:

■

XII. The attendees voted to approve this interim 6^*" grade
Instructional Guide for standards based curriculum,
and to forward the docxjment to the Board of Education
for approval.

ed

?hyl

Surge

Maureen Ferriter, RG

m
Debbie Romig,

Victoria Carillo,,DSMS

Sherry Garcia, JWMS

Kathy,Hansel, NNG

2^
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June 22, 1999

7"^
Grac
7"^^ Grade

Teacher Curriculum Meeting

Minutes

Attendees:

Raymond Cree Middle School
Stacy Brennan, SDC

Kathy Been, Biochem and Physical
Molly Thomas, Biology
Desert Springs Middle School

Bill Chilner, Geology
Nellie Coffman Middle School

Jerry Reylek, Biology
James Workman Middle School

Greg Lonborg,

Palm Springs Unified School District

Dr. Diane Kline's Office - Kathy Been
Agenda:

G.

Introductions and Background

H.

Review the Proposed Interim Curriculum

I.

Decide whether to create a fourth column or separate

J.

document for teacher activities
Benchmark Assessment Discussion

K.
L.

Anything the group decides we need to talk about
Creating a resource book of teachers/scientists
locally

Minutes

V.

Meeting was called to order at

VI.

Attendees are listed above.

VII. The attendees reviewed the proposed curriculum and
suggested the following changes:

VIII.

The attendees voted to approve this interim

grade Instructional Guide for standards based

curriculum, and to forward the document to the Board
of Education for approval.
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June 21, 1999

8'^'' Grade
8'^''
Grac

Teacher Curriculum Meeting

Minutes

Attendees:

Raymond Cree Middle School
Kathy Been, Biochem and Physical
Molly Thomas, Biology
Desert Springs Middle School
No one

Nellie Coffman Middle School

JoAnna Edwards, Chemistry
James Workman Middle School
Da/id Zemek, Earth Science

Palm Springs Unified School District

Dr. Diane Kline's Office - Kathy Been,rep
Agenda:

A.

Introductions and Background

B.

Review the Proposed Interim Curriculum

C.

Decide whether to create a fourth colxmm or separate

D.

document for teacher activities
Benchmark Assessment Discussion

E.
F.

Anything the group decides we need to talk about
Creating a resource book of teachers/scientists
locally

Minutes

I.

Meeting was called to order at 1:02 p.m.

II.

Attendees are listed above.

III. The attendees reviewed the proposed curriculum and
suggested the following changes:

Add a fourth column for teacher activities and
Ideas.

IV. The attendees voted to approve this interim 8"''' grade
Instructional Guide for standards based curriculum,
and to forward the dociiment to the Board of Education
for approval.
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V.

On September 18, 1999, at Room 504 at JWMS, 8*"' grade
teachers will get together and be inserviced on labs
and content.

Approved,
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Palm Springs Unified School District
Middle School Science Content Element Matrix

x
■iH

Grade

Energy
Systems and

S

Interactions

a
CD

P

6
Patterns of

O

Change

O

Adaptations

P
U
•H

M
P
(0
-H

Physical

Life Science

The EarthIs

Matter and energy can

Allliving things are

constantly changing at be changed but not
different rates in
created or destroyed.
recurring cycles.

Interdependent and

Matter and its parts are Organisms are affected Matter and energy can
be measured and are
by the living and
constantly moving and
interrelated. Scientific
non-living parts of
universe are similar to changing. Changes are
method is used as a
their environments and
matter. Interacting and
caused by energy.
problem-solving
energy on Earth
the environment's
approach.
energy.

and energy in the

Earth Is a planet with
unique features that are
constantly changing.

Living things can be
grouped by their

Matter and energy
interact at different
levels.

structure and are
their environment.

7
Systems and

The sun's energy
interacts with the

P

Energy

8

Matter and energy can
be measured and are
interrelated.

Scientific

method is used as a

problem-solving
approach.

Interactions

d

constantly changing.

Matter, interactions

P

<v

interrelated.

inter-dependent with

a

General Science

Themes

-P
fO

P

Earth Science

Earth to create energy
changes in the form of
fhe changing earth.

Energy and mailer can Humans, like all living Matter and energy can
be measured and are
both be changed into
things, need energy to
different forms.
perform their specific interrelated. Scientific
life activities. Humans

method is used as a

are affected and affect
their environment.

problem-solving
approach

o
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